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COMPRESSED ALGEBRAS: ARTIN ALGEBRAS HAVING

GIVEN SOCLE DEGREES AND MAXIMAL LENGTH
BY

ANTHONY IARROBINO

Abstract. J. Emsalem and the author showed in [18] that a general polynomial/of

degree j in the ring !%= k[yx,... ,yr\ has ('*'\X) linearly independent partial

dérivâtes of order ¡, for i = 0,1,..., t = [j/2]. Here we generalize the proof to show

that the various partial dérivâtes of s polynomials of specified degrees are as

independent as possible, given the room available.

Using this result, we construct and describe the varieties G(E) and Z(E)

parametrizing the graded and nongraded compressed algebra quotients A = R/I of

the power series ring R = k[[xx,...,xr]], having given socle type E. These algebras

are Artin algebras having maximal length dim^ A possible, given the embedding

degree r and given the socle-type sequence E = (ex,...,es), where e, is the number of

generators of the dual module A of A, having degree i. The variety Z(E) is locally

closed, irreducible, and is a bundle over G(E), fibred by affine spaces A" whose

dimension is known.

We consider the compressed algebras a new class of interesting algebras and a

source of examples. Many of them are nonsmoothable—have no deformation to

(k + ■ ■ ■ + k)—for dimension reasons. For some choices of the sequence E, D.

Buchsbaum, D. Eisenbud and the author have shown that the graded compressed

algebras of socle-type E have almost linear minimal resolutions over R, with ranks

and degrees determined by E. Other examples have given type e = dim^ (socle A)

and are defined by an ideal / with certain given numbers of generators in R =

k[[xx,...,xr]].

An analogous construction of thin algebras A = R/(fx,... ,fs) of minimal length

given the initial degrees of/,,... ,fs is compared to the compressed algebras. When

r = 2, the thin algebras are characterized and parametrized, but in general when

r > 3, even their length is unknown. Although k = C through most of the paper, the

results extend to characteristic p.

1. Polynomials having many dérivâtes and compressed algebras. J. Emsalem and

the author described in [18] the varieties G(j) (and Z(j)) parametrizing those

graded (or nongraded) Gorenstein Artin algebra quotients A = R/I of the power

series ring R = k[[X]] = k[[xx,.. -,xr]] that have the maximum possible length

n = dimkA denoted by #A, given the degree y of the socle of A. If Rj is they'th

graded piece of R, it is easy to see that the variety G(j) is naturally an open dense
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subset of the projective space P(Rj); then Z(j) is an irreducible variety, a bundle

fibred over G(j) by affine spaces AN(-J) of known dimension N(j). The details of

this joint result reappear in Theorem I characterizing compressed Gorenstein alge-

bras; the proof here is simpler, and the statement here is slightly stronger than in

[18]. These results led to new examples of nonsmoothable Gorenstein algebras—al-

gebras having no deformation to a direct sum of copies of k—and thus demon-

strated the existence of components of the punctual Hilbert scheme Hilb" R whose

general points parametrize nonsmoothable Gorenstein algebras.

Here the results of [18] are extended to Artin algebras A whose type e(A)—the

vector space dimension over k of the socle (0 : m) of A—is greater than one. The

nonzero Artin algebra A has socle-type E = (0,ex,...,ej,0,0,...) with e- > 1, iff

e, = #(((0 '■ m) C\ m')/((0 : m) n m'+1)), where m is the maximal ideal of A, and y

the smallest integer such that mj+l = 0. Thus e, is the number of linearly indepen-

dent initial forms of elements of the socle of A having initial degree i, and the type

e(A) = T,e¡. The Artin algebra A is compressed if it has maximum length among

Artin algebras of embedding degree r and of socle type E(A), provided that the

socle type E lies among a severely restricted set of sequences called permissible (see

Definition 2.2 and the discussion preceding it).

The name compressed algebra A refers to the graph of the Hilbert function

sequence H(A) = (h0, hx,...) where h¡ = h ¡(A) = #A¡, the length of the z'th graded

piece of A. When A is compressed, the Hilbert function H(A) is maximal: for each i,

ht(A) ^ hj(A') for A' any other Artin algebra of socle type £(^4). This maximality

of H(A) is shown for graded A, Ä by Proposition 3.6, which characterizes the

Hilbert function of a graded compressed algebra; it is shown for general A, A' by J.

Elias and the author in [38].

J. Sally has described "stretched Gorenstein algebras" B, having in the Artin case

minimum length, given the socle degree j and the embedding dimension r; their

Hilbert function is H(B) = (1, r, I,... ,1), the minimum possible given r andj. In

contrast the Hilbert function ZZ(^4) of a compressed Gorenstein algebra of socle

degreeZ is symmetric about j/2 and satisfies h ¡(A) = max(#R¡, #/?■_,-). For a fixed

length n, say zz = 14 and r = 3, a stretched Gorenstein Artin algebra A has Hilbert

function (1,3,1,... ,1) most stretched, of maximum possible width n — r + 1 = 12;

a compressed Gorenstein algebra A has Hilbert function (1,3,6,3,1) most com-

pressed, of minimal width 5. Thus, the name.

§2 gives definitions, examples, and a statement of the main results about families

of compressed algebras. §2A presents the well-known duality used in the paper,

following J. Emsalem's presentation in [12]. Examples of compressed algebras are

listed in §2B. The special case, where A is a complete intersection quotient A =

k[[xx, x2]]/(fx, f2) of the ring k[[xx, x2]] is characterized in §2C, using power sum

decompositions of forms and the Hankel matrix or cactalecticant from classical

invariant theory. §2D lists the main results of the paper concerning the varieties

G(E) and Z(E) parametrizing the compressed, graded and unrestricted (respec-

tively) Artin algebras of socle type E.
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The heart of the paper is §3, giving the proofs, which are elementary and

throughout the existence part in §3A are also easily read. The proofs rely on a

particularly direct method of constructing the compressed algebras A of socle type

E, via their dual modules. Their dual modules V = Hom(/4, k) can be naturally

identified with those maximal length submodules of the polynomial ring 31 = k[Y]

= k[yx,...,yr] that are closed under partial derivation, and which as /v-modules

have e, generators in each degree i: we call these submodules compressed modules

(when E is permissible). Here the power series ring R acts as all-order partial

differential operators on 31.

Definition 1. Action ofR on^.UP e R = k[[X]] = k\xx,... ,x,\ and F e 31 =

k[Y] = k[yx,...,yr] then P(F) = P(d/dyx,...,d/dyr)° F. If S is a subset of«,

then its annihilator Ann(S) in R is Ann(S) = [P G R | P(s) = 0 for all s e 5). If a

submodule S of 8ft is closed under partial differentiation, then Ann(,S) is an ideal of

R: we term such submodules 5 J-closed. If I is an ideal of R, then its perpendicular

set I1 in 3tis Ix = {F e 31 \ P(F) = 0 for all P e Z}, and it is /-closed.   D

If the algebra A = R/I, we identify its dual module V = Hom(^4, zc) with Ix in

^. Conversely a /-closed vector space F in ^ is the dual module to the algebra

A = R/Ann(V). Our insistence here on fixing the dual module V inside 31 leads to

our parametrization of the compressed algebras A by a variety Z(E).

A key result, determining the length n(E) of the compressed Artin algebras of

socle-type E, is

Proposition 3.4 (Independence of higher dérivâtes). (Assume char/c = 0.)

Suppose Fx,...,Fe are general enough forms of degrees D = (dx,...,de)in3l. Then for

each s with 0 < s < max d¡, the homomorphism h(s): (Rd _s+ ■ • ■ + Rd _s) -» 9is

taking (Px,...,Pe) toY,Pi(Fi)is either infective or surjective.

In other words, the higher partial derivatives of general-enough forms Fx,... ,Fe of

fixed degrees D are hnearly independent when there is enough room. The forms are

general enough when they he in a certain Zariski-dense subset of the product of

projective spaces parametrizing them. The proof of this very natural result uses a

consequence of the classical elementary Jordan lemma of invariant theory, that the

pure y'th powers of linear forms span the vector space ¿%j of degree-y forms in 31.

(Note that in Proposition 3.4 R_x = R_2 = ■ ■ ■ = 0.) The proof of Proposition 3.4

can be read in §3A independently of the rest of the article. A special case occurs

when the degrees are the same D = (d,...,d): we replace s in Proposition 3.4 by

d - s to state it simply.

Proposition IA (Differential relations for a space of degree-J forms). If

V is a general length I vector space of degree-d forms in 3id (if the point parametrizing

V lies in a Zariski-dense subset of the Grassmann variety Grass(/, 3?d)) then the

homomorphism h: Rs ® V -* 3id_s defined by h(P ® F) = P(F), has maximal rank.

That is, h is either infective or surjective.
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Proposition IB (Size of the quotient W: Rs). Dually, if the subspace W cz Rd

is general enough, then the kernel Kera of the homomorphism a: Rd_s->

Hom^, Rd/W) defined by o(P)°(G) = PG modW, has colength cod(Kera) =

(#Rd-s - #Kera) in Rd_s satisfying cod(Kera) = max((#Rs) (codIF), #Rd_s).

Here Kera = R_SW= W: Rs = {f <e Rd_s\RJcz W], and cod W is the colength

ofWinRd.

For a proof of Proposition IA see that of Proposition 3.5 in §3B. The second part,

Proposition IB, arises from Proposition IA and the dual viewpoint presented in

§2A: the space W is equal to Kera where a is the homomorphism a: Rd -»

Hom(F, /c) defined by a(P)° F = P(F).

Example 1.1. Maximal size of R°F, and compressed Gorenstein algebras. When

r = 3 and F e 31 is a general enough form of degree 4, then F; dF/dyx, dF/dy2,

dF/dy3; d2F/dy\, d2F/dyxdy2,...,d2F/dy2 are linearly independent; the third

partials span 3tx, and fourth partials span 32Q. Thus the homomorphism h of

Proposition IA for the space V = (F) is injective for s = 0, 1, 2 and surjective for

s = 2, 3, 4. The algebra A = R/Ann F = R/(P e R\P(F) = 0) is a compressed

Gorenstein algebra of Hilbert function (1,3,6,3,1) (see Figure 1). Example 2.4 in

§2B gives a particular form F that is general enough, and specifies the corresponding

algebra A.

Degree 0 12 3 4

H(A) 1 3 6 3 1 (shaded)

#R¡ 1 3 6 10       15 (box)

Figure 1 (Example 1.1). Hilbert function H(A) of a

compressed Gorenstein algebra A of socle degree 4. Here

A = R/Ann F where F is a general enough form of degree 4

in^= k[yx,y2,y3].
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Ü
m m

Degree 0 1

ZZ(.4) 1 3

Figure 2 (Example 1.2). Hilbert function H(A) of a

compressed type 2 algebra of socle degree 4. Here A =

R/Ann(F, G) where F, G are general enough forms of degree

4 in 31 = k[yx, y2, y3].

Example 1.2. Maximal size of R°{F,G) and a compressed algebra. When r = 3

and F, G are general enough forms of degree 4, then F, G; dF/dyx,.. .,dG/dy3 are

linearly independent, while higher partials span 3t2, 3ÎX, and 310. The homomor-

phism h for the space V = ( F, G) is injective for s = 0,1 and surjective for í = 2, 3,

4. Then A = Zv/Ann(Z% G) is a compressed Artin algebra of Hilbert function

H(A) = (1,3,6,6,2), and socle type (0,0,0,0,2). The dual module i equals JF + JG,

the sum of the dual modules of two usually compressed Gorenstein algebras from

Example 1.1. The Hilbert function H(A) is "double" that from Example 1.1. See

Figure 2, and also Definition 2.4A in §2D.

A stronger version of Proposition 3.4 is

Proposition 3.5 (Independence of higher dérivâtes mod a fixed space).

Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.4, if V is a fixed subspace of 31 s, the induced

homomorphism h(s) = m ° h(s) to RJV is for general Fx,...,Fe an injection or

surjection.

The stronger version permits a step-by-step building of new graded algebras from

a given graded algebra A and general enough compressed graded Gorenstein

algebras Bx,...,Bk by adding their dual modules, hence allows us to build graded

compressed algebras of arbitrary permissible socle-type E (Proposition 3.6).

m

fcaä

m

2

6

4

2 (shaded)
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What is the relation between the socle-type of an algebra A and that of A*, its

associated graded algebra? The algebra A is compressed iff its associated graded

algebra A* is compressed; then the socle type E(A) equals E(A*) (Corollary 3.8 of

Proposition 3.7).

Theorems II and III give the dimension and show the irreducibility of varieties

G(E) and Z(E) parametrizing graded compressed algebras and general compressed

algebras of socle type E. They are stated in §2D, and proven in §3B. The proofs

follow directly from the methods of [18] once we know Propositions 3.4-3.7 showing

the existence of algebras of socle-type E having the expected maximal length n(E).

§4 applies these results and gives examples. One example in §4A shows that there

are generic nonsmoothable Artin algebras of type 2, quotients of k[[xx, x2, x3]]. In

three variables, this is the smallest type possible for nonsmoothable algebras: Kleppe

has shown that Gorenstein Artin algebras, quotients of k[[xx, x2, x3]], can be

smoothed [25].

A second application in §4B, joint work with D. Buchsbaum and D. Eisenbud,

shows that when E satisfies a simple numerical condition, the compressed algebras

of socle-type E have almost-linear resolutions (§4B). This generalizes a special

Gorenstein case noted by R. Stanley and also by P. Schenzel [34].

In §4C we discuss the ideals generated by general enough polynomials of specified

orders, and the "thin" algebras they define. This is a different problem, related to

that considered hitherto. In the special case r = 2, we characterize thin algebras, and

show for them results analogous to those already shown for compressed algebras

(Proposition 4.2). Proposition 4.2 also describes the Hilbert functions possible when

r = 2 for algebras (not necessarily compressed) having socle type E. Then what is

known about thin algebras when r > 3 is outlined—work of R. Stanley and M.

Höchster. Later in §4C we answer in the special case r = 2 variables the following

problem of D. Laksov generalizing Proposition IB: given a general ¿-dimensional

vector space V of forms in Rj, determine the rank of the homomorphism 6:

Rs+j-u -» Hom(JR„, Rs+j/RsV) defined by 0(/)° g = fg mod R5V. The answer for

r = 2 in Proposition 4.4 is related to the Euclidean algorithm; its proof uses a

measure r(V) of the complexity of a vector space of forms of the same degree in

R = k[xx, x2].

Which algebras are limits of families of compressed algebras? The first part of

§4D describes when r = 2 the closures of the families of compressed algebras and of

compressed graded algebras of socle type E (Theorem 4.6). These results continue

the discussion of Hilbert functions possible for algebras of socle type E, begun in

Proposition 4.2B of §4C.

A more general class of algebras than "compressed" is the "power sum" algebras,

whose dual modules are generated by general sums of a certain number of powers of

linear forms. Theorem 4.8 of §4D extends the existence results of the paper to these

algebras.

§4E extends the results of the paper to the case characteristic zc = p. In §4F some

examples illustrate finding compressed algebras having certain specified types e(A)

and a specified number of generators ¡i(I) for the defining ideal.
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D. Laksov, avoiding duality, has written a concise presentation of Theorem IIB,

emphasizing the termwise maximality of the Hilbert function for a compressed

algebra; this is the main result of the article in the special case A is graded, and

includes the existence of compressed algebras of expected size. His viewpoint is

recommended (see [37]1). We have retained the dual viewpoint as it forms a natural

context for the results even in the special case, and renders more easy their extension

to general compressed algebras (Theorem IIC, Proposition 3.7).

A reader wanting a précis of the main results and proofs might follow the

introduction by the first part of §2A, the examples in §2B, statement of main results

in §2D, existence in §3A, and the key Proposition 3.7 and its Corollary 3.8 of §3B.

I should like to thank L. Avramov, D. Buchsbaum, D. Eisenbud, D. Berman, J.

Weyman, members of the University of Nice Hilbert scheme group, J. Briançon, A.

Galligo, M. Granger, J. Spéder, D. Laksov, and members of the Northeastern

University Algebra Seminar for their comments. I thank particularly J. Emsalem,

with whom I discussed at length the duality used here. I am grateful to D.

Buchsbaum and D. Eisenbud for permission to include the joint work of §4B, and to

D. Laksov and R. Stanley for communicating some results in §4C.

2. What is a compressed algebra?

2A. Compressed algebras, duality, notation. The duality notation here is adapted

from that of J. Emsalem [12]. The ring R = zc[[.ï]] is the power series ring in the

variables X = xx,...,xr. For simplicity, we assume zc = C, the complexes; the case

characteristic zc = p is discussed in §4D. An Artin ring quotient A = R/I of R has

maximal ideal m = (xx,...,xr) with x, = x¡ + I. The socle (0: m) of A is the

subspace (0 : m) = (a e A\xfa = 0 in A for all z'}. The type e(A) = #(0 : m), the

length or vector space dimension over zc of the socle.

Definition 2.1. The socle type E = E(A) = (e0,ex,...,0,0,...) of the Artin

algebra A = R/I is the sequence E of natural numbers where

e, = #(((0 : m) n m')/((0 : m) n m, + 1)).

A set &= {fx,..-,fe} of polynomials in R determines a good socle basis #=

fx,... ,fe = fx + I,... ,fe + I if the vector space span (#) = (0 : m) and if those

polynomials of degree i in J^surject to ((0 : m) n zrz')/((0 : m) D mi+1).

We now will restrict the sequences E considered for socle types to a small subset

termed permissible sequences. Although it would make sense to consider maximal

length algebras of any given socle type E, their study would require a knowledge of

noncompressed Gorenstein algebras—Gorenstein algebras not having maximal

length given their socle degree. The compressed algebras—maximal length algebras

of permissible socle type E—have the property that I = DZ(z'), i = I,...,e(A),

lNote added in proof. R. Fröberg and D. Laksov have extended the notion of compressed to higher

dimension algebras A that are graded Cohen-Macaulay; they relate these to the extremal algebras studied

by P. Schenzel and J. Sally (see [37]).
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where each "factor" A(i) = R/I(i) is a Gorenstein compressed algebra. The decom-

position is not unique, but is central to constructing the compressed algebras. The

restriction below to permissible sequences E eliminates algebras such as A =

k[[xx, x2]]/Ann(yx, y2) = k[[xx, x2]]/(xxx2, x2, x\) of socle type E = (0,1,1) and

Hilbert function H(A) = (1,2,1): although A has maximal length for its socle type

and embedding dimension, it is not compressed (by Definition 2.2(c)). Notice that

A = R/I(I) n Z(2) where Z(l) = Ann(yx) = (x2, x2) defines a compressed Goren-

stein algebra, but Z(2) = Ann(j>22) = (xx, x\) defines a noncompressed Gorenstein

algebra A(2) of Hilbert function (1,1,1). Since when r = 2 any Gorenstein com-

pressed algebra A' of socle degree 2 has Hilbert function (1,2,1), the same as H(A),

such an A' cannot be a proper factor of A in the sense above: thus A cannot be

decomposed into Gorenstein compressed algebras. However, A is relatively com-

pressed with respect to A(2)—see Definition 2.5B in §2D.

Definition 2.2. The sequence E = (0,... ,0, ev_x, e„,... ,e-,0) is permissible for

the socle type of a compressed algebra A = R/I where / has initial degree v, and A

has top socle degree Z (so Z + Rj and Z+1 = Rj+X) if the following conditions are all

satisfied:

(a) Each e¡ > 0, and e ■ > 0.

(b)ThesumLu>u(#Ru_L.)eu< #R,.

(c) The integer ev_x = Max(0, (#RB_X - EIi>p(#/?„_((,_1))e„)).

(b) requires room for generators of I in degree v; and (c) assures that there is no

room for elements of I in degree v — 1.

Definition 2.3. Compressed algebra. An Artin algebra A = R/I of permissible

socle type E is compressed iff it has maximal length #A among algebra quotients of

R having socle type E(A) and embedding dimension r.

For examples, see §2B.

Although good socle bases could be used as a unifying concept for the paper, we

have chosen to use instead generator sets for the dual module Hom(A, zc). The rest

of §2A presents this well-known duality (see [25]). A reader trying to get a general

idea of the paper may wish to note (d) and (e), then skip to §§2B and 3A. The

duality needed for statements of results is set forth in Definition 1.

The polynomial ring 32 = k[Y] = k[yx,...,yr] acts on R as the algebra of partial

differential operators: if F e 3Î, P cz R, then F(P) = F(d/dxx,.. . ,3/3xr)° P is the

result. Thus F = y¡ acts as ds/dx*. Similarly, the power series ring R = A: [[A']] acts

on the polynomial ring 3î as partial derivatives, and P(F) denotes the polynomial

P(F) = P(d/dyx,... ,3/3yr)° F. To distinguish this latter action of R on 3Î, if S is a

subspace of 31, we will denote by JS the /t-submodule of 31 generated by S. In other

words, JS is spanned by the higher partial derivatives of all orders—including 0th

order—of elements of S. The space JXS is the span of the higher partial derivatives

of order at least one of elements of 5.

The above actions, when composed with evaluation at 0, make either ring R or 31

into a dual of the other. For example, there is an isomorphism X: R -* Hom(^, zc)

defined by X(P) • F = P(F)(0). Similarly, the ring3îis the ring of continuous linear
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operators on R in the zn-adic topology. This duality satisfies the following properties

(see [25]):

(a) If MP is multiphcation by a polynomial P in R, the transpose endomorphism

of 31 is the partial differential operator P(d/dyx,.. .,d/dyr). Thus, the transpose of

Mx¡ is 3/3 v,. Furthermore, P(F)(0) = F(P)(0).

(b) Passage to the orthogonal I -* Ix = {P e 3?\F(P)(0) = 0VFe/} gives an

inclusion-inverting bijection

t: ideals I in Ä <=> subspaces F = Z-1 of J1 that are

stable under derivation ( /-closed).

Furthermore, those ideals of R having finite colength zz (with #(R/I) = n) are

paired by t to the length-zz /-closed subspaces of 9t. The vector space V = Ia- cz 3îis

in a natural way the dual module V = Hom(^4, zc) of A = R/I. The number of

generators of V as an /^-module, #(V/JXV) = #(V/((xx,...,xr)°V)) is the type

e(A) = #(0 : m) of the algebrad.

(c) Conversely, given a length-zz /-closed submodule V = JS oí3¿, generated by S,

its orthogonal space I = F-1 c R is the ideal / = {P\v(P)(0) = 0 for all v cz V}. By

(a) this is just I = {P\P(v)(0) = 0 Vv cz V} and is easily shown to be I = [P\P(v)

= 0 Ve; e F} = {/»IPis) = 0 Vs e S} or in other words I = Ann(F) = Ann(S),

the annihilator of F or of 5 in the /-action of the power series ring R on the

polynomial ring 31.

(d) Recall that the Hilbert function H(A) of the Artin algebra A = R/I is the

sequence, H(A) = (h0, hx,... ,0,0) where hi = #Aj and A¡ = R¿/I¡ is the z'th graded

piece of Grm A = A*, the associated graded algebra of A. Here

Z,= (IC\m' + m' + x)/mi + x.

Note that the grading used on R and on A is the initial degree of elements P e Ä,

but that used on ¿# = zc[y] is the usual degree of elements v cz 31. Thus, we define

the degree-type or descending Hilbert function H(V) for the finite-length vector

subspace V c 31 to be the sequence H(V) = (h0, «,,...,0,0,...) where zz, = #1^

and where

(1) V¡ = (VCM31I + J3í¡_x)/(J3?¡_X).

Here 1^ is the z'th graded piece of V when the grading is by degree, and J3îi is the

space of all polynomials in R having degree at most i. When A = R/Ann V, then

A j = Hom(^-, zc) = 7X,/(Ann VtC\R,) and the degree-type H(V) satisfies H(V) =

/Z(/?/AnnK) = H(A), the Hilbert function of A. All our Hilbert function, degree-

type, and socle-type sequences end in zeros; the notation H = (h0,... ,hj) stands for

H = (h0,...,hp0,0,...).

(e) The generator type E = E(V) = (e0,. ..,es) of a finite /-closed subspace

V c 3î is the degree-type E = H(S) of a minimal generating set 5 for V as a

/-module. The set 5 is a minimal generating set if the projection homomorphism

S -> (K//,K) = (V/(xx,.. .,xr)°V) is a bijection.
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When the Artin algebra A equals R/Ann V, the dual generator degrees of A are the

sequence E(V), the generator-type of V. Each e¿ is then the number of degree-z dual

generators of A, or degree-z generators of V, or also, as Lemma 2.1 shows, the

number of socle elements of A having degree i. The number e¡ depends only on V (or

A) and not on the choice of the generating set S for V. The sum X>, is the type e(A).

Here, if A = R/I is given, the space V = Ix .

Lemma 2.1 (Dual generator type equals socle type). If A = R/I is an Art in

algebra having dual module V = Ia- cz 31 and if S is a minimal generating set for V,

then the dual-generator degrees of A are E(V) = H(S) = E(A), the socle type of A.

Moreover, if N¡ = ((0 : m) C\ m') in A, then (N¡/Ni+1) = 5, = Hom(S,, zc), the dual

space to S¡ in a natural action induced by that of R on 31.

Proof. As the socle type of A (Definition 2.1) is the sequence ht(A) = #(N¡/Ni+X),

it suffices to prove (Nj/Ni+X) = 5,. It is easily seen that JxV=(0:m)± and

(V n J3?¡_x) = (m')L in the isomorphism V = A = Wom(A, zc). Consequently,

Ni=((0:m)nmi) = {JxV+ fn(^M))i=(S(/))*,

where

5(z') = {(S + J3î,_x)/{J3il_x)) = (V + J^_X)/(JXV + J32t_x)

= v/(jxv+ cn(;«H)),

By definition,

S, = ((S n(Jdti) + /»/-i)//#/_i) = Ker(S(i) -» S(i + I)),

whence 0 -» S¡■ -* S(i) -* S(i + I) -» 0 is exact. Dualizing,

0 -» Hom(S(z + 1), zc) -> Hom(5(z), zc) ̂  Hom(5,, k) -» 0

is exact, and (5,) = cok(N¡+x -* N¡) = N¡/N¡+x, as claimed.

Corollary 2.2A (Compressed algebras and compressed modules). The com-

pressed Artin algebra quotients of R having socle type E correspond one-to-one with the

J-closed submodules V c 3i of generator type E and having maximum length.

Corollary 2.2B. The length of a compressed algebra of socle type E is the maximal

number JS of linearly independent partial derivatives of all orders including 0 of a

vector space S of degree-type E in 3Î.

Corollary 2.2C. The family of compressed algebra quotients A of R having socle

type E is in one-to-one correspondence with the classes of subspaces S of degree-type E

in 31 such that JS has maximal length, mod the equivalence S = S' ifJS = JS'.

2B. Examples of compressed algebras. The following examples are intended to give

an intuitive idea of compressed algebras. The notation is that of Definition 1 in §1,

further explained in §2A.
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Example 2.1. Compressed complete intersection. In two variables, the /-submodule

of 31 = k[yx, y2] generated by the form F = (y¡ + y¡) is V = JF =

(F< yi> yh yz> a» I) of length 6 with H(V) = (1,2,2,1). The module Fis dual to the
complete intersection (ci.) algebra A = R/I with Z = AnnF= (xxx2, xl - x2).

Since a form F of degree 3 in R can have at most 2 first partials, 2 second partials (of

degree 1), and 1 third partial of degree 0, the /-module V has maximum possible

length six, given its generator type E(V) = (0,0,0,1) and embedding dimension

two. Thus the algebra A = k[[xx, x2]]/(xxx2, x¡ - x\) is a compressed algebra of

socle type E(A) = (0,0,0,1).

Example 2.2. Complete intersection, not compressed. If we choose instead/= (yx

+ y2) then V = Jf = (/, y2, y2, yx,I) of length 5 (nonmaximal) and degree-type

H(V) = (1,2,1,1), corresponding to the ci. A = R/I with I = (3xx - x\, xxx2),

which is not compressed. It is easy to see that when r = 2, the degree 3 polynomial/

generates a compressed ci. iff the top degree form F of / is not a perfect cube

F = (ayx + by2)\

Example 2.3. Complete intersection, compressed. If r = 2, and F = yx + y2 +

(yx + y2)4 then

v = JF = (f, y¡ +( v, + y2)\y¡ +{yx + y2)\y¡, yxy2, y¡, yx, y2A)-

The ideal I = Ann V = ((x2x2 - xxx\), (xf + x2 - 3xxx2)), defines a graded com-

plete intersection algebra A = R/I of Hilbert function H = (1,2,3,2,1). It has

maximum length 9, given the socle degree 4 and embedding dimension r = 2, so is

compressed. Beginning anew with f = F + h, where h is a polynomial of degree 3,

will lead to a compressed complete intersection algebra A' = Zv/Ann(/), in general

not graded, whose associated graded algebra is A. This example illustrates the fact

that an Artin algebra is compressed iff its associated graded algebra is compressed

(Corollary 3.8).

There is a complete description of compressed complete intersection algebras

when r = 2 in Lemma 2.3 of §2C. The simplest case occurs when the form F

determining Fis the sum of t + I perfect^th powers of linear forms, F = EJÍ} a¡L{

with 0 =£ a i: cz k, where y = 2í or 2r + 1. Then A = R/Ann F is compressed. In the

example above, j = 4, and fis a sum of 3 perfect 4th powers of linear forms.

In more than two variables, the only compressed complete intersection algebras

are those with socle degreey = 1, or certain algebras where H(A) = (1,3,3,1) when

r = 3. The non-ci. compressed Gorenstein algebras have defining ideals I = Ann /

with many generators. The number of generators is exactly (#Rt+x - #R¡_X) when

j is even and t = j/2, and is at least (#Rt+x - #R,) wheny is odd and t = (j - l)/2.

See also Theorem I and Example 4.7 in §4B.

Example 2.4. Compressed Gorenstein algebra. When r = 3 the /-module V — JF

generated by F = y{ + y$ + yf + (yx + y2)4 + (yx + y3)4 + (y2 + y3)4 has

degree-type H(V) = (1,3,6,3,1) of length 14: its annihilator is an ideal I with 7

generators of degree 3, namely I = (/,, a/,, a2fx, f2, af2, a2f2, f3) where /, = x\x2

- xxx\, f2 = 2x\x2 - 2x\x3 + x\ - x\, f3 = (I + o + a2) ■ (2x¡ - 5xxx2) and o

denotes the cychc permutation (xx, x2, x3). Since e(A) = 1 and Fis a homogeneous
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form, the algebra A = R/I is Gorenstein and graded; since a degree-4 form F can

have at most 3 first, 6 second, and 3 third partials, the module JF has the maximum

possible length, and A is compressed. Beginning anew with f = F + h (with h of

degree 3) leads to other compressed but usually nongraded Gorenstein algebras Ä

having the algebra A as associated graded algebra.

Example 2.5. Compressed algebra of type e(A) = 2. In 3-variables, the /-module

V = JS where S = (F, y¡) and F is from Example 2.4, satisfies H(V) = (1,3,6,4,1)

and is the dual module V = Â to a compressed algebra A = R/I of type 2 defined

by an ideal I = Ann(S) having 6 generators, all of degree 3, namely I =

(/i> a/i> 02/i> f2> af2 + o2f2, f3 - 2of2) in the notation of Example 2.4. Here the

socle type E(A) = (0,0,0,1,1).

Note. For a complete description of compressed algebras of embedding dimension

r = 2 and type e(A) > 2 see Proposition 4.2B in §4C. The Gorenstein (ci.) case

e(A) = 1 and r = 2 follows now.

2C. Compressed complete intersection algebras when r = 2: power sum decomposi-

tions and the cactalecticant. Lemma 2.3 generalizes Example 2.3. It characterizes

compressed complete intersection algebras when r = 2, in terms of the decomposi-

tion F = T,BjL/ + l'Si of the top degree form F of a generator / for the dual module

of A into sums of powers of linear forms. In the notation of Example 2.3, Lemma 2.3

would imply that the form F' = yx + y2(yx + y2) also determines a graded com-

pressed complete intersection algebra having Hilbert function H = (1,2,3,2,1),

since F' is a generalized sum of 3 fourth powers.

Below, the form F of degree j in k[yx, y2] is a generalized sum of s jth powers of

linear forms iff F = EB¡L¡+l~s' where each /3, is a (coefficient) form of degree

s¡ — 1, each L, = (a, y, + a\y2) is a linear form, s = Es, and no L, depends on Lr,

for V + i. In the case A is graded (/ = F) Lemma 2.3 is classical, due to the theory

of apolar forms [16, §189] and to Macaulay's result that a Gorenstein algebra

A = R/I = zc[[x,, x2]]/I is a complete intersection [26] (see also [24]). Below we

denote by H0 the sequence H0l — (1,2,...,/, t + 1, t,... ,1) of length (t + I)2 when

j is even, or the sequence H'0l = (1,2,... ,t + 1, í + 1,... ,1) of length (i + 1)(/ + 2)

when y is odd.

Lemma 2.3 ((F. S. Macaulay et al.) Compressed complete intersection

algebras when r = 2: sums of powers and apolar forms). When r = 2, and f is

a polynomial in R of degree j = 2t (orj = 2t + 1, respectively) then TFAE:

(A) The complete intersection algebra A = i\/Ann(/) is compressed.

(B) The Hilbert function H (A) equals the sequence H0.

v^J The top degree form F of f can be written as a generalized sum of (t + I) jth

powers of linear forms with each coefficient B¡ + 0. Equivalently, F is not a generalized

sum of only t jth powers.

Proof of (A) «• (B). It is not hard to show that #((//),) < min(#Z\,, #Rj_¡).

When / = F is graded the inequality is obvious; the nongraded case follows from

Macaulay's result that Gorenstein implies ci. when r = 2 and from Macaulay's

restriction on the sequences possible for Hilbert functions of ci. quotients of R.
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These results imply H(R/Ann f) = (1,2,...,d, hd,...,h}■ = 1,0) with hi - zz,_, = 0

or 1 for each i (see [27]; in [21; 23, Appendix Theorem Al, or 8] these results are

generalized). It follows that h¡ ^ min(#Rl,#Rj_l). Thus, #A = E #((//),) <

Emin(#Pv,, #/?■_,■) = (t + I)2 or (t + l)(f + 2) respectively (when j is even or

odd), with equality iff H( A) = H0 is the sequence specified in Lemma 2.3(B). The

equivalence (A) <=» (B) then follows from the existence—shown below—of graded

algebras A = R/Ann F having the Hilbert function H (A) = H0.

To show (B) <=> (C) (and thus to complete the proof of (A) <=> (B)) we need a

well-known result from the classical theory of apolar forms.

Claim. Apolar forms of F. The form F cz 3f is a generalized sum F = EP/L/ + 1~Í'

of s jth powers where s <y + 1, L, = (a¡yx + a'j2), and Lt # Lr when i ¥= i', if and

only if the graded ideal Z* = Ann F cz R contains the form P = Y\(L¡)Si, where

L, = (a\xx - a¡x2). Here s = Es,.

Proof of Claim. The form Lf acting on evanishes on 31 s _XL" for any integer u;

hence the subspace W = © Rs _XL/ + 1~S: of ¿?- satisfies If c KerP. To prove the

claim we need to show W = (KerP) n 3îj. The functional L, maps 3îu onto ^„_,

(consider the functional xx, acting as 3/3^ on 3îu); thus P maps 3îj onto a?,--,. It

follows that #((KerP) n^) = (#Rj - #/*,•_,) = s, which is #Wby Lemma 3.1.

The equality of dimensions shows that the sum W = © is direct and that W =

(Ker P) n 31 j, as claimed.

Proof of (B) <=> (C). It is easy to show that for any form F cz 3tj, the ci. ideal

Ann F = (Gx, G2) in R has generator degrees (vx,v2) satisfying t>, < z;2 and vx + v2

= j + 2. Then the Hilbert function

H(R/AnnF) = (l,2,...,ADi_i = vx; vx,...;hVi = vx - I; vx - 2,...,1,0).

Thus, the condition (C) is satisfied iff the initial degree of /* = Ann Fis vx = t + I,

or equivalently if H(R/Ann F) = H0, the Hilbert function in Lemma 2.3(B). This

fact shows (B) <=> (C) in the graded case/ = F. It also shows the existence of graded

algebras of Hilbert function H0 (choose F the sum of t + I jth powers), so completes

the proof of (A) <=> (B). Corollary 3.8 implies that in general A = R/Ann f is

compressed iff the associated graded algebra A* is compressed; then A* = R/Ann F

where F is the top degree form of /. This equivalence and (A) <=> (B) complete the

proof of (B) <=> (C) and of the lemma.   D

Note. The cactalecticant is the determinant D(F) that vanishes when the space/'P

has less than maximal rank #PP when the degree y of the form F is even [16, §187].

Thus, when/ = 2t, JF is the dual module to a compressed Gorenstein algebra iff

D(F) is nonzero. When r = 2, this occurs when F is not a generalized sum of ryth

powers of linear forms: then the ci. ideal I = Ann F has two generators, both of

degree t + I. The case r = 2 of the cactalecticant has been much studied under the

aliases Hankel, or persymmetric determinant.

Theorem I (Gorenstein compressed algebras) of this paper is Theorem 3.31 in [18].

The proof of the even y = 2t case in [18] uses induction on r to show that P can be

chosen so that the z--variable cactalecticant D(F) is nonzero. The proof of Theorem I
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here also uses the cactalecticant: the determinant of the matrix M in the proof of

Proposition 3.4 is ZJ>(P) for a particularly well chosen form P. In both proofs the

nonvanishing of a cactalecticant is central. However, the power-sum decomposition

interpretation of the cactalecticant in Lemma 2.3 is valid only when r = 2.

2D. Results for compressed algebras. This section states the results concerning

compressed Artin algebras; these results are restated and are proven in §3, using the

language of dual modules. A reader wanting to get a quick idea of main results and

method may wish to skim this section and proceed to the heart of the paper, §3A.

The first main result is the following theorem about compressed Gorenstein algebras

(e(A) = 1) shown jointly with J. Emsalem [18]. Recall that the variety G(j) (or

Z(j), respectively) parametrizes graded (or all, respectively) Gorenstein algebras A

of maximal length «(/)—defined below—having socle-degree/. These are algebras

of socle-type E(A) = (0,0,... ,0,1) with 1 in degree y only. Recall that the family of

length-« algebra quotients of R has a natural scheme structure Hilb" R; thus Z(j)

defines a locally closed subset of Hilb" R and receives the reduced subscheme

structure. The scheme structures on Z(E), G(E), Z(A; E), G (A; E) that we discuss

later in the section, are similarly defined.

Theorem I (Compressed Gorenstein algebras). The variety G(j) is an open

dense subset of the projective space P(Rj); the variety Z(j) is a bundle fibred over

G(j) by an affine space ANiJ). Whenj = 2t + 1 is odd, then the Hilbert function H(j)

of these compressed algebras is

H{j) = (#R0,#Rx,...,#Rt,#R„...,#Rx,I)

of length n(j) = E/z, = 2(7')- Then dimG(y) = #P; - 1, and

dim Z(j) = £ (#P, - «,) = ¿ (#R, - #RJ_i) = ír+j)-2Ír + t).
t+i t+i \   J    I       \    l    '

When   j =   2i    is    even,    then    the    Hilbert   function    is    H(j) =

(#R0,..., #RS, #PJ_„..., #RX, 1) of length n(j) = 2(7') - (r+\~l); and the di-

mension

dim Z(j) = E (#*,- - «,) = E(#P, - #Rj-,)
t+i

-[['j'H'VR+T1))-

Note. Since Proposition 3.7 shows that a compressed algebra has compressed

associated graded algebra, Theorem I is more complete here than in [18]; the

statement above corrects a typographic error of [18] in dim Z(j) when y is odd. The

existence of compressed Gorenstein algebras of length n(j) and socle degree y is also

independently shown by E. L. Green in [15] by a method similar in style to ours in

[18]. Also, P. Schenzel studied these "extremal Gorenstein algebras" when the socle
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degree y is even; he noted that work of combinatorialists R. McMullen, R. Stanley,

and of M. Höchster leads to exphcit examples [34, Beispiele 4.7]. The proof of the

existence of Gorenstein compressed algebras here in Proposition 3.3, although not

constructive, is different and simpler than the earlier methods. Once one knows that

there is a compressed algebra A of specified socle-type E and having the expected

maximal length n(E) (here «(/)), then the dimension and structure of Z(E) and

G(E) (here Z(y') and G(j)) follow from our method in §3 of [18]. We need now a

notation for the Hilbert function H(E) of a compressed algebra of socle type E.

Definition 2.4A. The sum Hilbert function H" = H + H' is the sequence H" =

(h'¿, h'i,...) whereh'¡ = min(#P„ h, + h'¡).

Definition 2.4B. If E is a permissible socle type sequence, (Definition 2.2) then

the Hilbert function sequence H(E) is l,euH(u), the sum in the above sense of

Hilbert functions H(u) of compressed Gorenstein algebras (Theorem I). Thus

H(E) = (h0, «!,...) with /z, = Lu>i eu(#Ru_¡) if i > v, and h¡ = #R¡ if i < v. Let

«(F) = EA,.

Theorem IIA (Proposition 3.4) Compressed algebras and compressed mod-

ules). If E is a permissible sequence, (Definition 2.2) then the sequence H(E) is the

Hilbert function of each compressed algebra having socle-type E. Such algebras A have

length «(F) and have the form A = R/Ann(V) where V = JS, with S a general

enough submodule of 31 = zc[y] having degree-type E. The "compressed" module V is

uniquely determined by A; conversely, if the subspace S cz 31 has degree type E, and if

V = JS satisfies #JS = n(E), then A = P/Ann(F) is a compressed algebra of

socle-type E.

Theorem IIB ((Dual version of Proposition 3.6) Family of graded com-

pressed algebras OF socle type F). The graded compressed algebras of socle type E

correspond one-to-one with graded submodules V= JS cz 3i, where S is a graded

module of degree-type E. When S is graded, let S>i denote Si+X + Si+2 + ■ ■ ■, let

E>i = (0,...,0, ei+x, ei+2,...), and denote by G(E) the variety parametrizing graded

compressed algebras of degree type E. There is a surjective morphism from G(E>i) =

G(E>(¡_X)) to G(E>¡), having a fibre Fp over the point p parametrizing an algebra

A = Pv/(Ann JS>¡). The fibre Fp c Grass(e,, 3îi/(JS>l n 31,)) is the open dense

subset of the Grassmannian, parametrizing those e¡-dimensional subspaces W¡ of

Rj/(JS>j D 31 ¡) such that the module (JW¡ + JS>j) has maximal length. This shows

G(E) = G(E>0) is irreducible; in fact, G(E) is isomorphic locally to opens in an

affine space Ag<-E) of dimension

g(F) = dimG(F) = £(0(#F„ -/z„).

Theorem IIC ((Propositions 3.9, 3.11) Family of compressed algebras as

bundle). The variety Z(E) parametrizing compressed algebras of socle type E is a

bundle fibred over G(E). The fibre is an affine space AN(E) of dimension

N(E) = dimfibre = £ £ {eu)(#R{ - h,).
Í    u>i

Thus z(E) = dim Z(E) = E,E„>,(eu)(#P, - /z,).
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Note. The sums g(E) and z(E) count the distinct ways of choosing parameters for

either graded or general subspaces S of degree type F modulus the equivalence

S = S' if JS = JS'. For proofs see Corollary 2.2C, Propositions 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, 3.9 and

3.11, and the remark following Proposition 3.11.

The last result concerns algebras As constructed from a given Artin algebra

A = R/I by adding to its dual module V, the dual modules V = JS of compressed

algebras A' = R/I' of given socle type F. Here S is a subspace of R having

degree-type F, and As = R/I n I'.

Definition 2.5A. The sequence F is permissible for the degree-type of the space S

in As if F is permissible (Definition 2.3), and if for all i, e, + 0 implies h¡(A) +

h ¡(E) < #P,. The Hubert function H(A; E) = H(A) + H(E) (see Definition 2.4),

and n(A; E) = Lh¡(A; E), the length of H(A; E).

Definition 2.5B. An algebra As is compressed relative to the Artin algebra A and

the sequence F if F is permissible as above, if S has degree type F, if As has length

#AS = n(A; F), and if As has dual module A = V" — V + V as above, where

V = I and V = /S. Then A = P/Ann(F'), and H(AS) = H(A; E). Equivalently,

As is relatively compressed iff As = R/I n Z' with A' = R/T of socle type F, and

#^s = n(A; E).

Theorem III (Family of relatively compressed algebras). Suppose A is a

specified Artin algebra, and E is permissible for S as above. Then:

(A) For a Zariski-open family of the subspaces S of R having degree-type E, the

algebra As has length n(A; E),so is compressed relative to A.

(B) The variety G(A; E) parametrizing distinct algebras As, compressed relative to

A, such that S is graded of degree-type E, is an irreducible variety, and is locally an

affine space Ag(A'E), of dimension g(A; E) = E(e„)(#Pu - hu(A; E)).

(C) The variety Z(A, E) parametrizing distinct algebras As that are compressed

relative to A, is a bundle fibred over G(A; E) by an affine space, and the dimension

z(A; E) = dim Z(A; E) = ZiLu>i(eu)(#Ri - h,(A; E)).

Note A. The projection it: Z(A; E) -» G(A; E) is induced by the map S -» S*

taking S to its associated graded module S* = © S, in P (see §2A(d)). When A is

not graded G(A; E) can parametrize nongraded algebras.

Note B. The variety G(E) or Z(E) is not usually closed in Hilb"(£) R or in

Grass(«(F), J3Î/) (see §4D for a discussion).

3. Linear independence of higher dérivâtes of polynomials.

3A. Existence of forms with many dérivâtes. This section, the heart of the paper,

contains the proofs of the results announced in §1, concerning the existence of sets S

of forms in 3î = k[Y] = k[yx,... ,yr] having specified degree-type H(S) = E, and

such that the vector space V = JS of partial derivatives of all orders of the forms in

S satisfies #V = «(F), the expected maximum size (see Definition 2.4). These

results show the existence part of Theorems I—III in §2 concerning a compressed

algebra A = R/Ann(S) of socle type F, for which Fis the dual module.

Recall that if V is a subspace of 31, then V¡ is the z'th graded piece of V, in the

(descending) grading by degree (see (1) in §2A(d)); and the degree-type H( V ) is the
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sequence H(V) = (h0, «,,...) where h¡ = dim^ V¡. For example, if / = y\ + y2 then

the space V = Jf is V = (/, y2, yx, y2,l); the graded pieces of Fare V3 = (yx),

^2 = (^i2)' ^i = (.Vi> ̂2)' *tj = (l); me associated graded module to Fis V* =

© V¡. For simplicity, we assume char zc = 0.

The starting point is a classical Jordan's lemma of invariant theory in two

variables. Lemma 2.3 already used it to describe exphcitly the compressed ci.

algebras when r = 2. We shall need below only a weak corollary where each degree

d¡ is 0, and the P, are constants.

Lemma 3.1 (Classical Jordan lemma—see [16, Appendix 3]). SupposeLx,...,Ln

are distinct linear forms (none is a multiple of another) in 31= k[yx, y2]; and that the

integers dx,...,d„ satisfy 'L(dl + l)<y + 1. Then there is no nontrivial relation

T.BiLj~di = 0, with coefficients P, e 3$d . In particular, taking d¡ = 0, we see that any

y + 1 perfect jth powers of distinct linear forms are linearly independent, hence span 31 }.

Corollary 3.2 (Powers of linear forms span all forms (Classical)). Given s

and a vector subspace V of 3ts (in r variables) there are (#32s - #V) perfect sth

powers of linear forms spanning a space complementary to V in 3ts.

Proof. It suffices to show that Ms, the span of sth powers of linear forms in 3ÎX, is

in fact all 3îs. Since 3ix = AZ,, it suffices to show 3txMs = Ms+X, or that B, L^3lx

implies BU e Ms+X. The latter inclusion follows formally from the case r = 2 in

Lemma 3.1.   D

The following proposition is the basic existence result we need. The special case

V = 0 shows that compressed Gorenstein algebras of expected maximal length exist

(Theorem I). The proof uses Corollary 3.2 twice, and the properties of Zariski open

sets.

Proposition 3.3A. (Independence of higher dérivâtes of a form mod a

given space). Suppose the integers s, j with y/2 < s <y are given, and that the

subspace V of 31 s satisfies #V < (#3ls - #3tj_s). Then there is a form of degree j

such that the vector space (JF)S = JJsF of (j - s)th partial derivatives of F satisfies

both

(2) #(JF)S= #3tj_s   and   (/F)snF=0.

The set of all such forms F (up to nonzero constant multiple) satisfying (2) comprises an

open dense subset of the projective space P(3tj).

Proposition 3.3B (Surjectivity: higher dérivâtes of a form span 31 s mod V).

If s <y/2, there are forms F with (JF)S = 3ts. If s <y, there are F with #(JF)S =

min(#^, #3tj_s); and if also #V > #3ts - #3fj_s there are F with ((JF)S + V)

= 3is. The set of all forms F (up to nonzero constant multiple) satisfying any of these

conditions is parametrized by an open dense subset ofP(3îf).
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Proof of Proposition 3.3A. Let « = #3îj_s. Since y - s < s, the integer « =

#¿%j-s < #@s- Consider « linear forms Lx,...,Ln with L, = biXyx + ■ ■ ■ + biryr,

and let B = (/3,7) e /c"r. As « < #^5, Corollary 3.2 imphes that for a choice of the

matrix B in a Zariski open dense subset Uv of A"r, the vector space L(i)

= (/!,...,£*) satisfies both #ÜS) = « = ##,._, and (L(J) n V = 0). Note that

the condition of missing V is open on A"r and is nonempty by Corollary 3.2. To

complete the proof, we need only show there is a form F cz 3îj with (JF)S = L(s).

Consider F = L{ + • ■ ■ + LJn. Note that if u denotes j - s, and D the multi-index

D = (dx,.. .,dr) of length u, then the partial derivative (du/dyD)(L{) =

(y!/s!)(L*)(P,)D, where (P,)ß = (bfxl) ■ ■ ■ (bf/). Thus, taking each partial as a row,

and each U as a column, the matrix expressing JJ~SF in terms of an independent set

of powers L\,.. .,Un is (y'!/s!)AZ, where:

d"/dyx"

d"/dyrldy2

I     3"/9jr"

In other words (y!/s!) M(L\,...,Un)T = (duF/dyxu,...,duF/dyru)T, where T de-

notes transpose. The matrix M also satisfies (LX,...,L") = (yx, y"~1y2,...,y")DM,

where D is the diagonal matrix having as principle diagonal the multinomial

coefficients

U)'U- l,lJ'""U)'
Corollary 3.2 now applied to 3iu shows that det M ¥= 0 for P in a Zariski open set U'

of A"r. Thus, for B in the Zariski-open dense subset Uv n U' of affine space A"r, the

space L(s) of sth powers has size #L(i) = «, misses the original vector space V, and

satisfies Jj~sF = L(s). This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3A.

Proof of Proposition 3.3B. For the first statement, if s < y/2 choose « = #32s

and show (JF)S = 0ts using the method of 3.3A. The middle statement is now

already shown. If #V < #31 s — #3tj_s and y/2 < s, choose a subspace V of V

satisfying #V = #3is - #3îj_s; we conclude from Proposition 3.3A that there are

degree-y forms F with (JF)S n V = 0 but #(JF)S = #3tj_s, hence that ((JF)S +

V) = 3ts.   D

The following proposition shows that graded compressed algebras of socle type F

and expected length «(F) exist, and, in fact, are common (Theorem I). The degrees

D of a set 5 of forms determine the degree-type E(S), as eu = #{i\di = u). Let

R_x = R_2 = ■■■ =0. Recall that the polynomial P cz R = k[[X]] acts onfe«

as a higher partial derívate P(F) (see Definitions 1 or 2.3ff.). Note, #RS = #32s.

Proposition 3.4 (Independence of higher dérivâtes of a set of forms). If

Fx,...,Fe are general enough forms of degrees D = (dx,...,de) in 31, then for each s

the vector space homomorphism h = h(s): Rd¡^s + ■ ■ ■ + Rde~s -* 3is: h(Px,... ,Pe)

= EP,(F,) is either injective or surjective according to whether (L#Rd_s < #RS) or

(E#P^ > #RS).

"ii

M = ¿if'¿H

°r,l

Ki\2

h" h"
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Proof. Assume dx ^ • • • ^ de and choose first F, so that each space (JFX)S

satisfies #((JFX)S) = min(#Rs, #Rd¡_s). Proposition 3.3B implies that for each s,

the F, satisfying this condition are parametrized by an open dense subset U(I, s) of

the projective space P(3id¡). The intersection U(I) = f)U(I, s) is also open dense,

since P(3tdi) is an irreducible variety, and U(I) parametrizes all the forms F,

satisfying the condition on #((JFX)S) for each s. For each s the restriction

hx(s) = h(s)\Rd¡_s is injective or surjective to 3ts according to whether #Rd _s <

#RS, or #Rd¡-5 > #RS. Suppose, by way of induction, that open dense sets

U(i) c P(3td) have been chosen for i = I,...,u- I in such a way that if each F, is

parametrized by a point of U(i), then for each s the restriction map «u_,(s) =

h(s)\(Rdi_s + •• • + Rd _s) -* 3fs is injective or surjective, according to whether

Eï'^Pj-^ < #RS or the opposite. For each s, Proposition 3.3B withy = du and

V = (J(FX,.. -,FU_X))S yields an open dense set U(u, s) in P(3îd ) parametrizing the

forms Fu for which the next restriction hu(s) is injective or surjective to 3fs,

according to whether E^P^.j < #RS or the opposite. Let U(u) = C\s U(u, s), an

open dense set in P(3td ). This completes the induction step, and the proof.   D

Proposition 3.5 (Independence of higher dérivâtes of a set of forms mod

GIVEN spaces). Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.4, if also for each s the subspace

Ws is fixed in 31 s, the induced homomorphism h(s) = <n ° h(s) to 3is/Ws is for general

Fx,...,Fean injection or surjection according to whether (ÇL#Rd _s) + (#WS)) < #RS

or the opposite.

Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 3.4 but taking in the induction step

V=(J(FX,...,FU„X))S + Ws.   U

It is easy to see from Proposition 3.5 that, given an Artin algebra A = R/I having

dual module W c 31, and a socle-type F permissible relative to A, one can construct

new algebras A(S) compressed relative to A, whose dual modules V" == W + JS

have the maximal length n(A; E) specified in Definition 2.5. This shows the

existence part of Theorem III.

3B. Parametrizing sets of polynomials having the most dérivâtes. This key section

describes the family Z(E) of subspaces W = JS of the polynomial ring 31= k[Y]

having maximal length, given the degree-type F = H(S) of the generators 5 of W.

We start with the family G(E) parametrizing graded subspaces W, then handle the

general case. Proposition 3.7, showing that Z(F) is a bundle over G(E) with affine

space fibers, results from an improvement over the methods of [18]; the other results

extend the methods there from one socle generator to many. These results complete

the proofs of Theorems I—III of §2D. Since this section is more technical than the

preceding one, the reader may wish to look first at some apphcations of these results

in §4A.

We begin with the graded case. Recall that S>¡ denotes either a graded module 5

having nonzero pieces only in degree greater than i, or the degree greater-than-z part

of a graded module S. The sequence E>t is (0,... ,0, e¿, e,+1,...), the tail of F. We

parametrize families of length « vector subspaces Vs in P having no elements of

degree greater than y, via the reduced subscheme structure inherited from the
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Grassmannian Grass(«, J3tf) parametrizing «-dimensional subspaces of J3î, = 310

© • • • © 31 j. The notation/5>( means J(S>¡).

Proposition 3.6 (Graded compressed modules relative to V). Suppose the

graded J-module V is given, as well as a sequence E permissible as socle type, satisfying

e,■ # 0 => (/z,(F) + h¡(V)) < #RX   (see  Definition   2.5).   Let  the  sequence  H =

H(V; E) = H(V) + H(E) in the sense of Definition 2.4, and let

n(V; E) = #H(V; F) = «0 + «, +

Then there is a nonempty variety G(V; E) parametrizing graded modules Vs = V + JS

of length n(V; E), generated relative to V by subspaces S in 31 of degree-type E. There

is a natural projection G(V, F^,) onto G(V; E>i). Its fiber Fp over a point p cz

G(V; F>¿) parametrizing the graded module (V + JS>i) is the open dense subset Fp in

the Grassmannian Grass(e;, R/(V + JS>t)) parametrizing classes of e¡-dimensional

subspaces S¡ in 3i¡ mod ((V + JS>i) n 31,) for which the length of(V + JS>i + JS,) is

n(V; E>:), the maximum possible value. The variety G(V; E) is irreducible, and is

covered by opens in an affine space of dimension g(V; E) = E(#P, - h¡)(e¡).

Proof. Beginning with a largey, G(V; F>y) = G(V; 0) is a point. The existence of

an S¡ satisfying #(V + JS>¡ + JS¡) = n(V; E>j) results from repeated application

of Proposition 3.5. There is a natural embedding of an open dense subset of

Grass(é>,, 3?¡/((V + JS>i)n 31 ¡)) parametrizing such 5, into Grass(«(F; E>t), J3t}),

defined by polynomial equations, arising from the map S¡ -* (V + /5>, + JS¡).

(This also proves Proposition IA.)

It remains to verify the local structure. Consider the standard basis B =

{I, yx,...,yj} for J3\}. Choose an open U(W) in Grass(«(K; F>/), J3îf), defined by

the choice of a subset W of P having (#(J3t/) — n(V; F>,)) elements as comple-

mentary basis to V. Since the V + /5>, are graded, we may assume that W¡ = W n 3t¡

has (#P, - #((V + JS>i)n3li)) elements. Then for each point of U(W) the

different spaces S¿ may be chosen in the fixed space (W¡), hence there is an

immersion G(V; E>i)\U(W) onto an open dense set of Grass(e,-, (W¡)) X U(W).

The image is open-dense, as each fibre G(V; F^,) over U(W) is open dense in

Grass(e,, ( W^). Thus, G(V; E) is locally an affine space, of dimension

£ dim(Grass(e,,(H/») = £(#«/ - e,)(e,) = £(#P, - h,(V; E))(e,)

as claimed.   D

The following proposition shows that a compressed algebra has compressed

associated graded algebra (see Corollary 3.8). The key step below is (IV) <=> (V).

Given the space V and a degree-type F, let t be the largest integer for which

h,(V; E) = #R,, in the notation of Proposition 3.6; the integer / also satisfies

t = v(I) - I where zj(Z) is the initial degree of ideal Z = Ann(F + JS) defined by a

relatively compressed module V + JS where S has degree-type F (Proposition 3.5).

Recall that J3i, = 3?0 © • • • © 3t,. To state (IV) and (V) we need to consider the

image of P acting on S, mod (J3tt + V). Given (fx,---,fe) of degree-type E in 31

with eu of degree u let d¡ = degree/, let the module D¡ = R0 ® ■ ■ ■ © Rd -,,+iy,
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and denote by D the exterior direct sum D = Dx® ■ ■ ■ © De. The homomorphism

t: D -> 3t/(J3lt + V) is defined by

r{px,...,Pe)=px(fx)+ ■■■+Pe(fe)mod(J3lt+V).

Note that the image of r is (JS + (J3Ï, + V))/(J3it + V). We define t* similarly,

using the initial forms ( F,,..., Fe ) in place of (/,,... ,fe ) and the graded module V*

in place of V.

Proposition 3.7 (Comparison of general and graded compressed modules).

Suppose that V is a J-closed submodule of R, and that V* = Gr V is its associated

graded module V* = © V¡, as defined in (I) o/§2A(d) or at the start o/§3A. Assume

that E is a sequence permissible relative to V in the sense of Proposition 3.6, that

S = (/,,... ,/e) z's a subspace of 31 having generator type equal to its degree-type E, and

that eu of the /'s have degree u, for each u. Let the space of top-degree forms of

/,,... ,fe be S* = (Fx,.. .,Fe), also of degree-type E. Then the following are equivalent:

(I) The space JS + V has maximal dimension n(V; E) among spaces JS' + V,

with S' of degree-type E.

(II) The space JS* + V* has maximal dimension n(V; E) among the spaces

(JS' + V*) with S' graded of degree-type E.

(III) The space (JS + V) has the maximal degree-type H(V; E) = H(V) +

Ee,ZZ(z). (See Definition 2.4 o/§2D and Proposition 3.6.)

(IV) The homomorphism t is an injection, and(JS + V) z> J3ît.

(V) The homomorphism t* is an injection and (JS* + V*) 3 J3lt.

Proof. The sequence of proof is first (II) « (V) => (IV), then (I) « (IV) <=> (III),

and finally the key part (IV) =* (V). Note that S* also has degree-type F, since

JXS n S = 0. First, Proposition 3.6 shows there are graded spaces S' of degree-type

F yielding the maximal size #(JS' + V*) = n(V; E). It is easy to see that for such a

space S" the homomorphism t* is an injection and (JS' + V*) d J3Î,. Furthermore,

the integer n(V; E) is greater than or equal to the length #(JS + V) for any space

of S of degree-type F: This is true since the monomial partial dérivâtes of/ excluded

from the space ZJ>, all map / to J3Î, c (JS' + V*). Thus, the length #(JS + V) <

(#(image t) + #(J3ît + V)); the length is maximal when t is injective and JS + V

D J3lt. Thus (II) <=> (V). Since (V) => (IV) is immediate, the maximal length n(V; E)

is in fact attained by some #(JS + V), hence (I) <=> (IV). It is easy to verify that

(IV) <=» (III). To complete the proof, we need to show (IV) => (V), especially when V

is not graded, that is when V + V*.

Suppose that the space S of degree-type F satisfies #(JS + V) = n(V; E), and

suppose by way of contradiction that t* is not injective. Then Ep,(F,) = 0 mod V*,

with/z, e Z>, and F, the leading (top degree) form of/. Since F, and V* are graded we

may suppose each pt is a form and that each p¡(F¡) has the same degree u > t.

Choose a form P in Pu_(f+1). Then

0 = P(Lp,(Fi)) - T,PPt(F,) mod J3Î, = £Pp,(/) mod J3f,

(since each Pp¡(f¡) has degree t + 1), contradicting the injectivity of t. Hence t

injective implies t* injective.
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Again, suppose #(JS + V) = n(V; E). Then by (IV), J3lt c JS + V, so the

quotient space 3?, satisfies

9tt = J3tt/J3î^l = ((JS + V)n J3t,)/J3ît_x

= ((JS* + v,)nj3t!)/J3ê,_x

by the injectivity of t: no partial dérivâtes of order lower than expected land in J3tr

Consequently JS* + V* includes/^, mod J3ît^x, which is only possible if JS* + V*

includes J3?r This completes the proof of (IV) => (V), and of the proposition.   G

Corollary 3.8 (The algebra A is compressed iff A* is compressed). The

compressed algebra A whose dual module is generated by /,,...,/, has a compressed

associated graded algebra A* whose dual module is generated by Fx,...,Fe, the

top-degree forms of /,,... ,fe. Conversely, A* compressed implies A is compressed; then

the socle type E(A) = E(A*).   D

The following proposition is the important step in showing the parametrization

parts of Theorems II and HI. The case where V = 0 appears in [18] as Lemma

3.33A.

Proposition 3.9 (Families of modules that are the sum of V and a

compressed simple module). Suppose the vector subspace V cz 3t is j-closed, of

degree-type H(V). Suppose j is an integer satisfying j > min(i\h¡(V) ¥= #R¡). Let

H = H(V;j) = (H(V) + ZZ(y')) = (h0, hx,...)as in Definition 2.4, let n(V;j) = E/z,

= Lh,(V; j) and let t + I = min(z|/z,(F; j) * #Ri). Let f = (/ + /}_,+ ■■■+ /)

be a polynomial in 31 of degree j, and V = Vf the module V = V + Jf. Then the

variety Z(V; j) parametrizing the modules Vf of maximal length n(V; j) is an affine

space AN bundle over the variety G(V; j) parametrizing those modules VF of maximal

length where F is a form F = fj. The variety Z(V; j) is rational, irreducible, and has

dimension E,<7(#P, — h¡). The variety G(V; j) = G(V*; j), and is isomorphic to an

open dense subset of the projective space P(3?j/Vj).

Proof. First, Proposition 3.7 shows that Vf has maximal length if V* does, with

F = /. This and Proposition 3.6 show that G(V; j) = G(V*; j), and each is

parametrized by an open dense subset in P(3Zj/Vj). To prove the assertion about

Z(V; j) we must parametrize the distinct modules Vf of maximal length. Since two

modules Vf and Vf, can differ only by those elements of (Jf + Jf) having degree at

most y, it suffices to parametrize the distinct Vf= VfC\J3îj. Thus Z(V; j) is

naturally a subvariety, with reduced scheme structure, of the Grassmannian

Grass(«', J3îf) parametrizing length «' quotients of J3tp where n' = E(sS7A;. Sup-

pose that the degree-y form F is fixed, with VF of maximal length, and choose vector

spaces W; so that W¡ is a direct-sum complement in 31 ¡ to (VF)¡, for each i < j: thus

(W¡ + (JF)t+ Vt) = 3îi for each i < j where W¡ * 0. We need

Lemma 3.10 (Standard generator for Vf). For each module M = Vf, where the

leading form fj = F, there is a unique choice of a polynomial f(M) = F + fj_x +

■ • ■ + fl+x with eachf cz WJor i <j,for which M = Vf(My
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Proof of Lemma 3.10. First we choose f(M), then we will show it is unique.

Given such a module M = Vf, suppose u < j is the integer such that the components

/u+i,.•■,/}-! are in Wtt+v...,Wj_1 respectively, but/„ £ Wu. (If fj_x £ W}_x then

m = y - 1.) Since Wu is a complement to (JF)U+ Vuin3îu, the element/„ = wu + vu

+ h(F), where wu e Wu, vu cz Vu, and h(F) e 3tu (so h = h(F) is some (y - w)th

partial derivative of F). Choose/' = ((1 — A)°(/)-iz) where v g Fis any element

having top degree form vu. Then /' = / for i > u; and f = (fu ~ h(F) - vu) ~ wu

e IFU. The module Vf, = Jf + V = J((I - h)°f) + V = Jf + V = M, since (1 -
h) has inverse (I + h + • ■ ■ + hj) in its action as partial differential operator on //.

Thus, we have improved/to an element/' of 31 such that (/ - F) belongs to W¡ for

z ̂  u. Continuing in this way, we find a generator/(M) with (f(M) - F) cz W =

If the polynomials/ and /' both satisfy the condition (if both (/ - F) e IF, and

(/' - F)czW) and Vf= Vf = M, suppose that G = (f - /')„ in IF„ is the top

degree form of (/ - /'). Then (/ - /') g M imphes also G g Mu = (JF)U + Vu; the

equality follows from Proposition 3.7 and uses the assumption that V{ has maximal

length n(V; j). But the inclusion G cz Mu contradicts the choice of Wu complemen-

tary to JF + Vu; thus, / = /'. This completes the proof of the uniqueness of f(M),

and of the lemma.   D

Proof of Proposition 3.9, continued. Lemma 3.10 shows that the fibre of

Z(F;y) over the point in C7(F;y) parametrizing VF is the affine space AN built on the

vector space IF = © W{. The fibre dimension is N = #IF = E,<7(#P, - h¡), so

z(V\ j) = dim Z(V; j) = E,<7(#P, - A,-), since the variety G(V*; j) parametrizing

the forms F is an open in P(3lj/Vj). To verify that Z(F;y) is a locally trivial bundle

over G(V; j), note that if a choice of vector spaces IF, (of right size, missing V¡) is

made first (before F), they are complementary to V* for forms F parametrized by an

open subset Uw of P(3tj/Vj). It is easy to see that over Uw the bundle Z(V; j) is

trivial: a point of the fibre A" corresponds to a choice of set of forms/ g W¡, one

for each i <y - 1. Over each point zF g Uw corresponding to a module Vp, this

choice of each / determines a polynomial / = F + E / and a unique compressed

module Mf, whose associated graded module M* = Mf= V*. The algebraicity of

the map A^ x Uw -» Z(V; j) completes the proof of local triviality and of Proposi-

tion 3.9.   D

Proposition 3.11 (Family of relatively compressed modules). Suppose the

vector subspace V of 3Î is J-closed, and that the sequence E is permissible for the

degree-type of the space S in As, in the sense of Definition 2.5A using there

A = R/AnnV, or H(A) = H(V). Then the variety Z(V; E) parametrizing maximal

length R-modules Vs = JS + V, with S of degree-type E, is a locally trivial bundle over

G(V; E) parametrizing those maximal length modules Vs where S is graded of

degree-type E. The fibre of Z(V; E) over G(V; E) is an affine space AN of dimension

N = E,Eu>,(eu)(#P, - A,(F; F)). Hence Z(V; E) is an irreducible variety of

dimension z(V; E) = ZiZu>i(eu)(#Ri - «,(F; F)), that is locally an affine space.
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Proof. Immediate from Propositions 3.6, 3.7, and the method of proof of

Proposition 3.9. Note that when F is not graded, the modules Vs parametrized by

G(V; E) need not be graded.   D

Proof of Theorems I-III (§2D). The remaining parametrization parts of these

theorems are now consequences of Propositions 3.9, and 3.11, together with the

duahty of §2.   D

4. Applications, comments.

4A. Nonsmoothable algebras. This section begins with some examples of com-

pressed algebras, to illustrate the Hilbert function and dimension calculations.

Among these examples are some families of algebras whose general member is not

smoothable. Such a nonsmoothable algebra has no deformation to the trivial algebra

zc ©  ■ • • © k.

Example 4.1. Smoothable Gorenstein algebra. When r = 4 and F = (0,0,0,1,0,... )

of type 1, the Hilbert function H(E) is (1,4,4,1) of length 10. The variety G(E)

parametrizing compressed graded Gorenstein algebra quotients of P having socle

degree 3 is an open subvariety of P(P3) = P19. To find the dimension of the variety

Z(E) subtract (1,4,4,1) termwise from the sequence (#R0, #RX,...,#R3), namely

(1,4,10,20) obtaining (0,0,5,19); then z(E) = dim Z(E) = 5 + 19 = 24, and the

fibre of Z(F) over G(E) is A5. R. Buchweitz has shown that the family consists of

smoothable algebras.

Note. Generic Gorenstein algebras. R. Buchweitz pointed out in 1978 that there are

errors in the hand-calculated matrix M that appears on p. 170 of [18]. The correct M

has smaller rank. The matrix M is constructed using repeated blocks, so an error is

repeated. As he remarks, when A is Gorenstein, the dimension #Hom(Z, A) =

#(I/I2), which is readily seen to be at least (6 + 19 + (35 - 21)) = 39 here. A

more recent computer calculation of #(I/I2) in fact yields ranks (6 + 19 + 15) = 40

in general, consistent with smoothability. Thus, the claim of §3.2 of [18] for

Gorenstein algebras A with H(A) = (1,4,4,1) is incorrect: the small tangent space

method for producing generic algebras does not apply there. The recent computer

calculations strongly suggest that H(A) = (1,5,5,1) Gorensteins are smoothable.

They also suggest that general enough H(A) = (1,6,6,1) Gorenstein algebras are the

first (1, r, r, I) case where the small tangent space method of [18] would apply, to

yield "generic" Gorenstein algebras having deformations only to other algebras of

the same kind. Verification awaits a confirming calculation (the program yields the

expected dimensions of I/I2 in 6 variables, and "self-confirms" its validity in 4, 5

variables, but errs in 7 variables).

Example 4.2. Likely smoothable. When r = 4 and F = (0,0,0,2), the Hilbert

function H(E) = (1,4,4,1) + (1,4,4,1) = (1,4, 8,2) of length 15. The variety G(E)

is a dense open in the Grassmannian Grass(2, P3), and has dimension g(E) =

2(#R3 - 2) = 2(20 - 2) = 36. The bundle Z(E) over G(E) has fibre an affine

space of dimension 2(#P2 - 8) = 2(10 - 8) = 4, so dim Z(E) = 2(2 + 18) = 40.

Example 4.3. Nonsmoothable compressed algebras in 3 variables. When r = 3 and

F = (0,0,0,0,0,0,2,5) is the socle type of algebras having 5 dual generators of
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degree 7 and 2 of degree 6, the Hilbert function

H(E) = 2(H(6)) + 5(ZZ(7)) = 2(1,3,6,10,6,3,1) + 5(1,3,6,10,10,6,3,1)

= (1,3,6,10,15,21,17,5)

of length «(F) = 78. The variety Z(E) has dimension 7(28 - 17) + 5(36 - 5) = 232

and is a bundle over G(E), which has dimension 2(28 - 17) + 5(36 - 5) = 177. The

variety Z(E) parametrizes algebra quotients of P, which can be regarded as algebras

concentrated at the origin of affine 3-space A3. Moving Z(E) forms a bundle

Z(E)' c Hilb78(A3) over A3 having dimension dim(Z(F)') = 235. The variety

U(3,78) parametrizing sets of 78 distinct points of A3 has dimension only 3(78) = 234.

Thus, the general compressed Artin algebra of this socle type F is not smoothable:

Z(E)' <t t/(3,78). This is the smallest length nonsmoothable algebra known to the

author when r = 3; there is every reason to expect examples of smaller length, not

detectable by a dimension method.

Example 4.4. Nonsmoothable type 2 algebra in 3 variable. When r = 3, and there

are only two dual generators of degree 11, then the Hilbert function H(E) =

(1,3,6,10,15,21,28,30,20,12,6,2) of length 112. Then dim Z(E) = 420, yielding a

bundle Z(E)' over A3 of dimension 423. But dim(t/(3,112)) = 3(112) = 336, much

smaller. This shows that the general compressed algebra A with 2 degree-11

dual-generators is not smoothable. Since Kleppe has shown that Gorenstein Artin

algebras of embedding dimension 3 are smoothable, type 2 is the smallest type of

nonsmoothables when r = 3. Since type 2 algebras deform only to type 2 or type 1

algebras, and these nonsmoothables by [25] cannot deform to type 1, one may

conclude that there is a component of some Hüb" P, with « < 112, parametrizing

generic type 2 algebras having deformations only to other algebras of the same kind

(see [20]).

Example 4.5. A smoothable Gorenstein algebra A that is not alignable. When r = 3

and there is one socle basis element of degree 7, then H(E) is (1,3,6,10,10,6,3,1)

of length 40, and dim Z(E) = 80. The dimension of the variety parametrizing

aligned algebra quotients A' of R (where A' = k[x]/(x40)) is (3 - 1)(40 - 1) = 78.

These Gorenstein algebras are smoothable by [25], but cannot be deformed to

A'—they are not alignable. This example, generalized in Theorem 3.35 of [18] was

the first known example of such behavior. It is now known that most complete

intersections of embedding dimension at least three are smoothable but not alignable

(see [14, 22, and 23]).

Nonsmoothable Artin algebras have also been studied in [19 and 28]. In [29]

dimension methods are used to produce nonsmoothable families of curves; Buchweitz

has shown how to use nonsmoothable Artin algebras to produce " very rigid" higher

dimension algebras, rings of the miniversal deformation space of the nonsmoothable

algebra [11, §5.2.10].

4B. Almost linear resolutions (with D. Buchsbaum and D. Eisenbud). This section

resumes joint work with D. Buchsbaum and D. Eisenbud, whom I thank for their

comments, and their permission to include this summary. We show that graded
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compressed algebras of certain socle types F have almost hnear resolutions. D.

Buchsbaum and D. Eisenbud have in certain cases determined the maps that occur

in the resolution [10].

Definition 4.1. The minimal free resolution J1 of a graded algebra A = R/I is

almost linear if the maps <j>2,... ,</>,._, each have degree 1, in

R

<t>, 4>2 <F>1      •        '¡'O

3S: 0 -» Br -» • • • -* B2 -> B -» P0 -» /4 = P/Z -> 0.

Example 4.6. A graded Gorenstein algebra /I having Hilbert function H(A) =

(1,3,1) has resolution

0 -» P(-5) -> R5(-3) -> P5(-2) -» P -» /4 -» 0

which is almost-hnear.

The following proposition was shown in the special case that A is Gorenstein by

R. Stanley [18, footnote, p. 179], and independently by P. Schenzel (Theorem B of

[34], case dim R = 0). It was extended by D. Buchsbaum, D. Eisenbud, and the

author to the general case.

Proposition 4.1A (Graded compressed algebras with almost linear reso-

lution). The graded compressed algebra A = R/I of socle type E has almost-linear

resolution if E or A, respectively, satisfies (TFAE):

(i) Ee,(#Pi_(u_1)) = #RV_X, where v is the initial degree of I.

(ii) There are no nontrivial differential relations EP,(F,) = 0

(3) satisfying each P, a form in R and (deg Ft — deg P¡) = v — 1,

among the generators (F,,... ,Fe) of the dual module A c 3îfor

A.

Proposition 4.1B. The degrees of the maps and the ranks of the modules B¡ for

these algebras A depend only on the socle-type E satisfying (3). The module B¡ is

generated by elements of degree (v + i — I), for 1 <./ < r; the ideal I (and Bx) is

generated entirely in degree v.

Proof that A(i) <=» A(ii). Let d¡ be the degree of Ft, and consider the homomor-

phism of Proposition 3.4, h: © Rd_s -» 0ts, h(Px,... ,Pe) = EP,(F,), for the degree

s = v - 1. The length of the domain of h is E #Rdl-(D-i) = £ei(#R¡-(v-i))> ^d tne

length of 3iv_x is #RV_X. Since A is compressed, h has maximal rank; hence

A(i) => h is an isomorphism => A is injective <=> A(ii). Conversely, A(ii) <=> h injective

and maximal rank => #(domain h) < #3iv_x. Since the ideal I has initial degree v,

Iv_x = 0 and h must be onto 3tv_x: by §2A, the colength (image h) in 3tB_x equals

#Z„_1. Hence A is an isomorphism. Thus A(ii) => A(i).
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Proof of Propositions 4.1A(i) and 4.1B. Let u = ((Ee,(#P,_([;_2))) - #RV_2)

and d = #ld = #RV - (Ee,-(#P ,-_„)). Then the minimal resolution of the algebra A

satisfying the condition A(i), begins and ends

Br P7-1

0^        ®Re'(-i-r) -*     (Ru(-r-(v- 2)) + higher) •••

Bx B0

->      (Rd(-v) + lower) 4 F->A

Here -1 is higher than - 2. Each map ¡f>¡ splits into parts fy ■ = (<i>,|y th summand of

P,) having degree at least 1. In a string of such component maps, the degrees of the

pieces of P>_,,... ,P, that are involved must increase by at least one at each step,

hence by (r - 2) from Pr_, to Bx. This does not permit higher terms in Br_x nor

lower terms in Bx than Ru(-r - (v - 2)), or Rd(-v), respectively. It follows that

each P, for 1 < i < r - I has summands of degree (-i - (v - I)) only, implying

the resolution is almost hnear. This completes the proof of 4.1A, and of 4.1B.   D

Example 4.7 (R. Stanley, P. Schenzel). Compressed Gorenstein algebras of even

socle degree. These satisfy for all r the condition A(i) so they have almost hnear

resolutions. A specific example is a compressed algebra A of Hilbert function

H(A) = (1,3,6,3,1) having one dual generator of degree 4; its resolution "skeleton"

is 0 -* R\ -1) -* R\- 3) -* R\-2) - P -* A. See Example 2.4.
Example 4.8. A compressed algebra A satisfying H(A) = (1,3,6,1) and E(A) =

(0,0,3,1) is defined by an ideal I of initial degree 4; but the first differential

relations happen in degree 2—there are none in degree 3 = 4-1. Thus, A satisfies

A(ii), and has almost hnear resolution 0 -» P(-6) + P3(-5) -> P12(-4) -»

P9(-3)-+P -»y4.

Example 4.9. Algebras A = R/(V) where V is a large space of degree-j forms. If A

is compressed, if I is generated by d forms F = (F,,... ,Fd) all of degree/ in P, if d

is large enough so the integer w = (#Rj_x - r(#Rj - d)) is nonnegative, then the

socle-type E(A) = (0,... ,0, w, #Rj - d, 0,...), the Hilbert function H(A) =

(I,...,#Rj_x, #Rj■ — d,0,...) and A has almost-linear resolution. When r = 3,

j = 4, and d = 12, the integer w = 10 - 3(15 - 12) = 1 is nonnegative; thus com-

pressed algebras of socle type E(A) = (0,0,0,1,3,0) and Hilbert function H(A) =

(1,3,6,10,3,0) have almost hnear resolutions. In the language of §4C to follow, the

algebras of this example are both compressed and thin.

Note. Constructing socle types of almost linear compressed algebras. Example 4.9

illustrates the process. Fix the initial degree v(i). Choose e, for i > v so that the

integer w = #PK_, - EJ>t, e,(#Pi_(„_1)) is nonnegative, and add on w generators

for À of degree v - 1.

4C. Ideals generated by general polynomials—thin algebras. Another way to form

an extreme class of local algebras B = R/I—the thin algebras—is to specify the

orders of the generators of the defining ideal I in the ring P = /c[[x,,...,xr]], then
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insist that each graded piece I,■ = (I n m' + m'+l)/m' + l be as large as possible.

Here we say/ g P has order i, or initial degree i if m' d /but zn'+1 2 /.

Definition 4.2A. The generator type of an ideal I in P is the sequence D =

(dx, ...,d¡,...) where J, = #V¡, the length of the degree-z piece

V,. = (Fn m'' + mi+1)/m' + 1

of a minimal generating set F for Z. The integer c/, satisfies

d, = (#((/ n m'')/(™(J n «z'"1))) - #((/ n mi+1)/(m(I n m'))))-

Intuitively, J, is the number of generators of I—rightly counted—having order i. We

denote the total number of generators of I by ¡x(I) = Ed¡.

Definition 4.2B. Fix r. An algebra quotient P = R/I is iA/n if it has the smallest

possible length #P = dim^. B among the algebra quotients of P defined by ideals of

generator type D. Here we assume also that the sequence D is permissible for the

generator type of a thin algebra: if d¡ > 0 then no algebra quotient P' of R, defined

by an ideal having generator type D<i = (d0,...,di_x,0,...) satisfies #B[ < d¡.

For a general enough subset S of P, having dt elements of each order i, the

quotient algebra B = R/(S) will be thin of type D. We outhne below what is known

about thin algebras.

First, thin is quite distinct from compressed—a compressed algebra A has general

dual generators; this often causes the defining ideal I of A to be very special among

ideals of the same generator type. Thus, when r > 2 the only compressed ci.

algebras are those having socle degree 1 or Hilbert function H = (1,3,3,1) (and are

thin); but the ci. algebra B(N) = R/(x"1,... ,x"/) is thin.

Example 4.10. 77zz'n vs. compressed algebras. The algebra P = R/(x{, x\, x\) is a

thin complete intersection algebra having Hilbert function H(B) = (1,3,6,7,6,3,1).

A compressed Gorenstein algebra A having the same socle degree 6 as B has Hilbert

function H(A) = (1,3,6,10,6,3,1); the defining ideal I of A has 9 generators all of

degree 4, but they satisfy special relations—the algebra A is not thin. Any thin

algebra P' defined by an ideal having 9 sufficiently general generators of degree 4,

has Hilbert function H(B') = (1,3,6,10,6,0) and is also compressed of socle type

(0,0,0,0,6).
Example 4.11. The simplest thin algebras when r = 2. Suppose F c Rj is a general

vector space of degree-y forms, of fixed size #V = n. Then when r = 2 the space

RSV = ({fg\f e Rs, gGF}) satisfies #RSV = min((#Rs)(#V), #RS+J). The

spaces F satisfying this condition for each s define thin algebras A = R/(V), which

are Artin algebras when #V > 1.

The following proposition characterizes compressed algebras and thin algebras

A = R/I when r = 2. Recall that when r = 2 and A is an Artin algebra the Hilbert

function H = H(A) satisfies H = (1,2,. ,.,d, hd,...,hj,0) with d>hd> hd+x >

• • • > hj > 0, where y is the highest socle degree of A, and d is the initial degree of

the ideal I. Theorem 4.3 of [21] imphes that the minimum possible number of

generators for the defining ideal I of A is fi(I) = (1 + max(A,)), where the dif-

ference A, = A,_j - h¡. The proof of Theorem 4.3, and Theorem 2.12 of [21] show
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that the minimum is attained for a Zariski-dense subset of the family of all algebras,

quotients of P, having Hilbert function H(A).

Proposition 4.2A (Generator type and Hilbert function; thin algebras).

If r = 2, and the ideal I has generator type D, the Hilbert function of the Artin algebra

B = R/I satisfies the inequality

(4) A,<(Erf„)-l.

The algebra B is thin iff there is equality in (4) for each i for which h, , # 0.

Equivalently, an algebra B is thin iff H(B) satisfies Ad < Ad+1 < • • ■ < A-, and the

ideal I has the minimum possible number of generators ju(Z) = (1 + max(Ay, A7+1)).

Then I has Ad + I generators of degree d, and (A, - A,_,) generators of degree i,for

i = d + I,...,j, j + I. Furthermore, when r = 2, the algebra B is thin iff its associ-

ated graded algebra B* is thin. Thus, the thin algebras of generator type D form an

affine space bundle of fibre AN, N = 'Lu<iduh¡, over the family of graded thin algebras

of generator type D; the latter form an open subvariety of the irreducible variety GH of

dimension T,djhi parametrizing graded algebras of the Hilbert function H satisfying

equality in (4).

Proposition 4.2B (Socle type and Hilbert function: compressed algebras).

If r = 2, any algebra A of socle type E has Hilbert function satisfying

(5) A,<   £   eu.
u>i-\

The algebra A is compressed iff there is equality for each i for which A,_, i= i.

Equivalently, an algebra A is compressed iff H(A) satisfies Ad+1 > Ad+2 ^ • • • >

A -+1, and the ideal I has the minimum possible number of generators ¡x(I) = (I +

max(Arf, Arf+1)).

Proof of Proposition 4.2A. Fix a generating set L = (/,,... ,f) for I having d¡

elements of order i. Let the ideal Z(s) = ({/ g Z|order / < s}) be generated by the

lower-order elements of L. Note that the Hilbert function H(I(s)) agrees with H(I)

in degrees no larger than s. Theorem 4.3 of [21] applied to R/I(s) shows that the

differences A, for H(R/I(s)) satisfy A, < (Eu<í/¿„) - 1. Since As = A's this shows

the inequality (4) for z = s. This argument actually requires an elementary extension

of Theorem 4.3 of [21] to quotients A' = R/I(s) = R/I' that may not be Artinian:

then I' = fl" where A" = R/I" is Artinian, and / is a polynomial; applying

Theorem 4.3 to A" gives the extension to A'. This completes the proof of the

inequahty (4). Evidently, the length #B = EA, is minimum when the differences are

maximum: for the length #B equals

(l+ ■■■ + d + (d-Ad)+(d-Ad-Ad+x) + ■■■+(d- Ad- •••-A,)).

Again, Theorem 4.3 and 2.12 of [21] show there are algebras B having Hilbert

function H(B) satisfying equality in (4), and that a Zariski dense subset of them

have n(I) = Ld¡ generators, hence these are defined by ideals I of generator type D.

The equivalent condition stated is simply a numerical translation of equahty in (4).
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We now show that when r = 2, B is thin iff B* is thin. Suppose P = R/I is thin,

and let (fd,...,/0) be standard generators for Zin a weak-normal pattern for P [21,

§4A]. Recall that order fd < orderfd_x < • • • < orderf0, and that fd,...,/0 is not

usually a minimal set of generators. Suppose M is the relation matrix for the / 's,

whose z'th row is (ai0,.. .,ajJ_x - y,.. .,aid), and let AZ' be M mod (x, y), so AZ'

has entries the constant terms a'UB of aUB cz k[x]. Suppose A,_, and A, are nonzero.

Then for some i, /+A i - 1,...,/ have order t - I and/_,,... ,/_A have order t.

Since a'uv = 0 when order/, < order/„_,, AZ' is possibly nonzero on, to the left of,

and below the A,_, X A, block {a'uu with i + 1 < u < / + A,_, and i — A( < v < i

- 1}, but AZ' is 0 to the right of or above the block. If P is thin, then I mod m'+1 in

R mod«z'+1 has 1 + A, generators if t <y, or 1 + max(A^, A+1) generators if

t = j + I; this fact results from equality in (4) and the restriction that the sequence

D is permissible for a generator type of a thin algebra (Definition 4.2B). However,

the minimum number of generators for I mod m'+1 in R/m'+1 is (#/ of order < t)

—(rank of the corresponding columns of AZ') = (1 + Ad + ■ ■ ■ + A,)—(rank of the

last 1 + Ad + ■ ■ ■ + A, columns of AZ'). Thus, for P to be thin, the rank of these last

columns must be (Ad + ■ ■ ■ + A,_x). Since Ad < Ad+X < • • • < A-, this is only

possible for each t beginning with d + 1 if each A,_, x A, block of AZ' described

above has maximal rank Ar_,. These blocks for AZ' are the same as those for the

corresponding matrix AZ" for B*: for AZ" differs from AZ' only in having its entries

below or left of the blocks all zero. Thus, P thin implies P* is thin when r = 2. The

converse is immediate.

The remaining statements are immediate from Theorems 2.11, 2.12 and 3.14 of

[21].
Proof of Proposition 4.2B. Fix a generating set S for the dual module of A in

P. Let A(s) = R/I[s] be the algebra whose dual module is generated by ({fez

S|degree/> s}). Then the Hilbert function H(A(s)) with differences A] agrees with

H (A) in degrees no smaller than s. When r = 2, the number of generators of Z and

the type of A are related by ¡x(I) = e(A) + 1. Thus, applying Theorem 4.3 of [21] to

A(s), we find

e(A(s)) + I = (( £ e,) + l) = ju(Z[s]) > max(A;) + 1.

Since AJ+1 = A'J+1 we have shown the inequality (5) for i = s + I.

The Hilbert function of a compressed algebra of socle type F is H(E) = Ee,ZZ(z)

by Theorem IIA. When there is equality in (5), the Hilbert function of A is evidently

H(E); this shows that A is compressed iff there is equality in (5). The equivalent

condition is a numerical translation using Theorem 4.3.   D

Combining the criteria of Propositions 4.2A and 4.2B, we determine the overlap.

The notation a+ denotes max(0, a).

Corollary 4.3 (Algebras both thin and compressed). If r = 2, the algebra

A = R/I is both thin and compressed iff H(A) satisfies Ad ̂  Ad+X = • ■ • = Ay ̂

A - + 1, and I has the minimum possible number of generators ju(Z) = 1 + Ad+X. (In the

case d = j, H(A) = (I,...,d,d — Arf,0).) ZTze ideal I has (Ad + I) generators of
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degree d, and (Ad+X - Ad)+ of degree d + 1, and no others; also, the algebra A has

the socle type F = (0,... ,0, e}_x, ef) with e, = AJ+X and e,_, = (A ■ - A; + 1)+. Thus

when r = 2, A is thin and compressed iff A is thin and I is generated either in one

degree or in adjacent degrees—or equivalently if A is compressed and has socle

generators in one or in adjacent degrees.   D

Now consider r > 3. The Hilbert function of a thin complete intersection Artin

algebra is that of some algebra B(N) = R/(x[i,...,x"'), where TV denotes

(«,,...,nr). Such thin ci. Artin algebras have thin ci. associated graded algebras; a

straightforward parametrization of them is in [23, Lemma 3 and Note 1].

In the next case, ¡x(I) = r + I, where A is an almost complete intersection Artin

algebra, R. Stanley has shown that the Hilbert function ZZ(^4) is the one expected.

Suppose«, < ••■ < nr < «r+1, and N = («1,..., nr). Assume now that char zc = 0.

Proposition ((R. Stanley) A thin almost complete intersection algebra P

defined by an ideal I OF generator orders). N' = «,,...,nr+1 has Hilbert

function H(B) = H(B') where B' = B(N)/(a"r+1) and a is a general linear combina-

tion of xx,...,xr. Here H(B') can be determined by the property that the homomor-

phism multiplication by a"r+1, mapping B(N)¡ to B(N)i+n , is injective for all

integers satisfying i < ((Ei «„) - nr+,)/2, and is surjective for larger i.

Proof. The ring B(N) is the cohomology ring of a smooth product X = flP"'-1

of projective spaces. The conclusion about injectivity and surjectivity of a",+l acting

on B(N) is an aspect of the Hard Lefschetz theorem on X. The Koszul relations

require that any algebra P defined by an ideal I of generator orders «,,...,«r+1

either has greater length than P', or is thin and has Hilbert function H(B) equal to

H(B').   U

Since the quotient ring P' is not the cohomology ring of a smooth manifold, there

is no immediate extension of Stanley's proof to the more general case where

¡¡.(I) ^ r + 2. Recently, D. Anick has used combinatorial methods to characterize

the Hilbert functions of thin algebras when r is three [36]. The only other general

result known to the author is the following proposition due to M. Höchster,

communicated by D. Laksov. When a thin algebra is defined by an ideal I having

generators all of the same degree d, the proposition determines hd+x.

Proposition ((M. Höchster) Linear multiples of V). If V cz Rd is a general

enough vector space of forms of fixed dimension #V, then the space RXV has the

expected dimension, #RXV = min(z-(#F), #Rd+x), provided d > I.

The proof involves considering the natural map R[#V) X Rd#V) -> Rd+X. In degree

2, the case F spanned by monomials is a combinatorial problem solved by C. Lech.

We do not even know when r > 2 if A thin implies that the associated graded

algebra A* is also thin! (See Proposition 4.2 for the case r = 2.)

D. Laksov has proposed the problem, given a general ¿-dimensional vector space

of forms of degree y, to compute the rank of the homomorphism 6: ÄJ+,_a -»

Hom(P„, Rs+j/RsV) defined by 0(f)°(g) = fgmod RSV. He derives the answer in
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the case P, -> Hom(Fy, Rx+j/RxV) from the proposition just shown. The general

problem is equivalent to determining the size of the kernel

K(6) = R^uRsV = ({fczRs+j_u\RufczRsV}}.

I know of no further results when r > 2. In the case of two variables this problem

is readily solved using a convenient measure of the complexity of the space F,

namely r(V)= #RXV - #V = #V - #(R_XV), a number satisfying t(RxV) <

t(F), and t(P_,F) < t(F) (see [21, 24]). The principle is that beginning with a

general length-d space F in R-, any sequence of spaces, each related in a fixed way

to the preceding, such as F, RXV, R2V, R_XR2V, R_2R2V, RXR_2R2V, has the

property that the nonincreasing sequence of integers r(V), t(RxV),. .. is as constant

as possible, and drops only when forced by space limitations. Even when d(#Rs) <

#Rj+s (so that RSV is not Rj+S), there can be a space limitation in degree

(s + j + 1) forcing t(RsV) to be less than t(F), and affecting the expected size of

R_URSV, the kernel of the homomorphism t. This occurs in Case B of Proposition

4.4. Note that s > 0, and, for all z, #P, = i + I. The phrase "most spaces" as usual

refers to those parametrized by a Zariski-open subset of the Grassmannian

Grass(d, Py).

Proposition 4.4. Euclidean algorithm: expected size of R_uRsVwhen r = 2.

Case A (No space limitation). If d(#Rs+x) < (#RS+J+X), then for most length-d

subspaces V of Rj, the space R_SRSV is V, and for each u ^ 0, the space R_URSV is

RS_UV. Ifu < s, then #RS-UV = d(#Rs^u); otherwise RS_UV = 0.

Case B (Space limitation in degree s + j + I). Assume that d(ERs+x) > #Rs+j+x,

but that d(#Rs) < #Rs+j. Then for most length-d subspaces V of Rj, the integer

d = t(V) = ■■■ = t(Rs_xV) but RS+XV = Rs+J+X; hence, the integer t' = t(RsV)

equals #Rs+j+x — #(RSV) = #RS+J+X - d(#Rs) which is less than d. So RSV is

simpler than V. For general V and for each u 3* 0, the codimension in Rs+J_u of

R.URSV is min((u + 1)(t' - 1), #RS+J_U), and the dimension #(R_URSV) =

(#RS+J + X -(u+ 1)t')+.

Case C (Space limitations in degree s + j). If d(#Rs) < #RS+J, then for general

length-d spaces V in P -, the space RSV = Rs+J and R_URSV = Rs+j_ufor all u.

Proof. The simplest Case C results from choosing a thin algebra of generator type

(0,...,0, d, 0,... ) and using Proposition 4.2A. The Case A results from taking t' = d

in Case B. To show Case B, let A = R/I be a compressed algebra of socle type

E = (0,...,0,d - t',t' - 1,0,...) where es+j = t' - 1. By Corollary 4.3 the alge-

bra A is compressed and thin, and p(I) = e + I = d. Also, by Theorem II,

hj = cod Ij = (s + 1)(t' - 1) + s(d - t') where r' = s + j + 2 - d(s + 1). Thus

hj = j + I - d, and a similar calculation shows A,_, =y. The space V = Z; satisfies

#V = d, and I_1 — 0; these facts with v(I) = d imply that the ideal I is generated

by F, hence Is+J = RSV. But we may choose the algebra A so that the algebra

A' = R/I', defined by Z'= Ann((Zi+>)x n^J+y) and having socle type F'=

(0,...,0, t' - 1,0,... ), is also compressed. Here Z' is the ancestor ideal of ZJ+ as in
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[24]. Its graded piece Z¿+ _a = R_uIs+j = R URSV and has codimension in Rs+J_u,

h's+J-u = min((« + 1)(t' - 1), #PJ+ ■_„), as claimed. It is easy to see that there is a

Zariski open family of length-d spaces F in Py for which A = R/(V) is thin and

compressed, and for which A' is also compressed. This completes the proof.   D

The sequence of subspaces V, R_XV, R_2R2V,..., in R¿ has limit (/) O Py where

/is the greatest common divisor of elements of F; the sequence performs the steps in

the Euclidian algorithm. This is, of course, essentially one variable algebra, done in a

proper homogeneous setting. The principle of constancy of t for a sequence of

related spaces is more general than the proposition above, which illustrates it (see

[24]).
When r > 3, the work of G. Gotzmann, concerning spaces RSV, where the length

#RXVis minimum, has a relation to the size of R_URSV for s large (see [13, and 22,

Appendix]). The work of D. Berman [5,6], and of D. Bayer [4] also is relevant.

4D. Closures of Z(E) and G(E); power sum algebras of socle type E. The varieties

Z(E) and G(E), parametrizing compressed algebras and graded compressed alge-

bras of socle type F, have closures Z(E) and G(E) in the Hilbert scheme Hilb" P

parametrizing all length-« algebra quotients of P. What algebras A' are parametrized

by points zA, in (Z(E) - Z(E))1 We answer this question when r = 2, and A' has

the same Hilbert function H = H(E). Recall that A is the difference sequence of H,

so A, = A,_! - h¡. The sequence A(l) is A shifted one, A(l), = A,+1. We say

A(l) > F' if each A, + 1 > e[; and F' > F if each e[ > e¡ but some e'¡ > e,.

Proposition 4.5 (Closures of Z(E) and G(E) when r = 2 [21, 24]). When

r = 2, the varieties Z(E) and G(E) are open dense subsets of the irreducible varieties

ZH and GH parametrizing all quotients of R(or all graded quotients of R, respectively)

having Hilbert function H = H(E). Any noncompressed algebra of Hilbert function

H = H(E) has a socle type E' satisfying A(l) ^ E' > E. Any such sequence E' occurs

as the socle type of an algebra A' in the closure.

When r > 2, the question of the closure of Z(E) in ZH(EX is quite open. Note that

although Gff is compact, ZH is not.

Example 4.12. Limit A' of a family of compressed algebras, where the Hilbert

function changes. Consider the flat family Spec AT -* Spec zc[Z], where AT = R[T]/IT

is the algebra

k[[xi, x2]][T]/(Tx¡ + x¡xl,x32,x¡x2,xx4).

Then when t ^ 0, the fibre A, is a compressed ci. algebra with dual module

generated by / = 4_y3 - 3tyx2y2, socle type F4 = (0,0,0,0,1), and Hilbert function

H(E4) = (1,2,3,2,1). When t = 0, the fibre is A0 = k[[xx, x2]]/(x\, m4) of socle

type (0,0,0,3), socle generators yx, y\y2, yxy2 and Hilbert function H' =

(1,2,3,3,0).
The compressed algebras are the simplest algebras of a given socle type F to

construct. What Hilbert functions occur for noncompressed algebras of socle-type

F? When r = 2 a complete answer is known, extending the case F' above. We will

consider first the simplest socle types, F- = (0,... ,0, e7,0,...) then sum the results.
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The sequences H below all satisfy H = (1,2,...,v, hD,...,hj,...) with v > hv ^

hv+x >   ■■ > 0. Here A, = (h,_x - A,); and r = 2 (see §4C).

Theorem 4.6A (Graded algebras of socle type EX When r = 2 the sequence

H is possible for the Hilbert function of a graded algebra of socle type Ej iff

Av < Au+1 < • • • < A ,+1 = ej and, of course, hJ+1 = A -+2 = • • • =0. The dimen-

sion of the irreducible variety G(H; E) parametrizing such graded algebras is

dim(G(H; E)) = e}(j + 1 - e,) - £ (A,+1 - A,)(z - ht_x).

This dimension is just that of the Grassmannian Grass(e-, R/) diminished by the

smallest number necessary for the matrices of partial derivatives of the dual generators

to have nonmaximal rank A, in each degree. Thus the closure G(H; E) can be

considered a determinantal variety; it parametrizes all graded algebras A' of Hilbert

function H. The socle type E' of any such algebra A' satisfies A(l) > F' > E¡, where A

is the first difference of H.

Theorem 4.6B (Algebras of socle type Ej). When r = 2, the sequence H is

possible for the Hilbert function of an algebra of socle type E- z/A, < ej for all i, and

hj+x= ■■■ =0. The dimension of the family Z(H; E) of all such algebras is

dim Z(H; Ej) = « - E(A,)(A, + l)/2. The closure (Z(H;E) n ZH) in ZHparame-

trizes all algebras of Hilbert function H and having a socle type E' satisfying

A(l)  >E>   Ej.

Theorem 4.6C (Algebras of socle type F when r = 2). The sequence H is

possible for the Hilbert function of a graded algebra of socle type E iff for each s,

es < AJ+1 < AJ+2 + es, and H is eventually 0. The sequence H is possible for the

Hilbert function of a nongraded algebra of socle type E iff for each s, es < As+X <

EI>S e¡. The results concerning dimensions and closures in ZH are the same as those

above, with E replacing Ej.

Proof. The proofs are in [24]. The derivation from [24] of the characterization of

H in the general case is Proposition 4.2B in §4C, plus the remark that, of course,

es < AJ+1. See also Proposition 4.2A, Theorem 4.10 of [21], and Theorem A.1B of

the Appendix to [23] which answer—entirely analogously—a similar question for

algebras defined by ideals I of given generator orders.   D

When r = 3, the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud structure theorem for height 3 Gorenstein

algebras determines the possible Hilbert functions H, and the dimension of G(H;j)

in the graded case of type 1, socle degree j. The result concerning the possible

Hilbert functions H is implicit in [5] and is also specified in [32]; the dimension of

the variety G(H;j) is implicit in [5]. When r ^ 3, little is known about G(H; E) and

Z(H; E) in general.

The methods of this paper do allow us to construct certain other families of

noncompressed algebras.

Example 4.13. A family of noncompressed Gorenstein algebras. Suppose r = 3 and

consider the polynomial / = y\ + F(yx, y2, y3) where F is a form of degree 4. It is

easy to see, using Proposition 3.3 on F, that the Gorenstein algebra A = P/Ann /
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has in general the Hilbert function H(A) = (1,3,6,3,1,1,1,1). A similar example

when F has degree 5 yields algebras of Hilbert function H = (1,3,6,6,3,1,1,1), or

in 4 variables with F of degree 4, ZZ = (1,4,10,4,1,1,1,1).

In particular this method of constructing the dual module could be used to study

the Artin case of the stretched Gorenstein algebras of [30] (take F of degree 2), as

well as larger classes where H terminates in a string of l's, or where H and H'

terminate similarly, H > H', and ZH, is well understood.

Another class of noncompressed algebras can be constructed using sums of power

of linear forms, as in Proposition 3.3. There we constructed the class of Gorenstein

compressed algebras, whose dual modules can be added to the dual module of a

given algebra, yielding new algebras of predictable Hilbert function. It is this

additive property that is the key to constructing compressed algebras of arbitrary

socle type. We here generalize that construction, beginning with a dual module JF

where F is a sum of powers of m hnear forms; the resulting power sum Gorenstein

algebras have the maximum possible Hilbert function bounded by m.

Proposition 4.7 (Power sum Gorenstein algebras). Denote by AB the graded

Gorenstein algebra AB = R/Ann F where F = ¿ZXL¡ and L, is the linear form

L¡ = Lk bikyk. For coefficients B = ( bik } parametrized by a Zariski open subset of the

affine space Arm, the algebra AB has Hilbert function H(AB) = H(m; j) =

(1, hx,...,hj = 1,0,...) where A s = min(m, #RS, #Rj_s).

Proof. It suffices to show that when m < min(#Rs, #Rj_s) the matrix P can be

so chosen that J"F = L(s) = (L\,...,lQ, and that the length #L{s) = m. Corollary

3.2 shows that #L(s) = m in general. The proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that the

larger « x « matrix AZ is in general nonsingular, so has a nonvanishing m x m minor

determining a form F = L{ + ■ ■ ■ + L'm with JJ~SF = L{s). This completes the

proof.

Example 4.14. Power sum Gorenstein algebra. If r = 4, y: = 7, m = 5 above, we

obtain Gorenstein algebras of Hilbert function H(5; 1) = (1,4,5,5,5,5,4,1). With

r = 4, j = 8, m = 12, the Hilbert function ZZ(12; 8) = (1,4,10,12,12,12,10,4,1).

Note that the value r = 4 is understood—but not explicitly noted—in ZZ(12; 8)

above. If r = 3, H(I2; 8) is (1,3,6,10,12,10,6,3,1). (When r = 3 the Hilbert

functions and structure of graded Gorenstein algebras has been described in [9].)

We next show the additive property. The following definition eliminates superflu-

ous summands.

Definition 4.3. Permissible sequence (AZ; /). The sequence of pairs (AZ;/) = (mx;

jx),... ,(mn; jn) is permissible for the Hilbert function bounds and socle degrees for

Gorenstein algebras whose dual modules are added to that of the given algebra

A = R/I, iihs(A) + Z¡ kt(m,;jt) < #RS fors =/,,...,/,.

Theorem 4.8A (Power sums whose partial dérivâtes miss a given space).

Given the vector spaces V¡ c 31 i satisfying JxV¡c V,_x for i = l,...,y, there is a

Zariski open set U c Arm parametrizing ordered sets Lx,...,Lm of linear forms such

that when F = L{ + ■ ■ ■ + LJmthe module J F satisfies both (i) and (ii):
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(i) The degree-type H(JF) = H(m;j) (see §2A(d)).

(h) For each s, the length #(Jj~sF n Vs) = max(0, hs(m, j) + #VS - #RS).

Theorem 4.8B (Adding dual modules of power sum Gorenstein algebras

to that of a given algebra A). Given the algebra A = R/I having dual module

A = V c 3i, given a permissible sequence of pairs (AZ; /) as in Definition 4.3, and

given general power sum algebras Ax = R/I(I),... ,An = R/I(n) having dual modules

A¡ = JFi where F, = T,',ZX' L{{ then the "sum " algebra A' = R/I', where

I' = Ann(F + E/F,) = (I n 7(1) n ■■■ n i(n)),

satisfies

(i) The Hilbert function H(A') = H(A) + E H(m,;j,) (see Definition 2.4A).

Proof. It suffices to prove Theorem 4.8A; then Theorem 4.8B follows just as

Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 follow from Proposition 3.3. Given Vs there are by

Corollary 3.2 forms Lx,...,Lm such that the space L{s) = L\,...,Lsm satisfies

#(LU) n Vs) = max(0, hs(m, j) + #VS - #RS), so LU) and Vs intersect properly.

For each s there is a nonempty open subset Xs of Arm parametrizing such forms

L,,...,Lm. Also, by Proposition 4.7 there is for each s a nonempty open set

Ys cz Amr parametrizing Lx,...,Ln such that Jj SF = L(s). The nonempty open set

U = C\S(XS C\ Ys) parametrizes ordered sets of linear forms satisfying the condition

of Theorem 4.8A.   D

Example 4.15. Type 2 power sum algebra. When I = P, r = 4 and Ax, A2 are the

Gorenstein power sum algebras of Example 4.13, the "sum" is a type 2 power sum

algebra A' having Hilbert function H(A') = (1,4,10,17,17,17,14,5,1)..

Note. The family of power sum algebras is not dense in G(m; j). The scheme

G(m;j) parametrizing graded Gorenstein algebras of Hilbert function H(m;j), can

be strictly larger in dimension than the family of power sum algebras. For example,

suppose that in the compressed algebra case we take m = #3îj/2. When r = 3, the

integer m = (y/2 + 1) • (y/2 + 2)/2, whereas

dimG(y') = (##,. - 1) = (y + 2)(y + l)/2.

Thus, dimG(y') = 4m, which is greater than 3zrz, the dimension of the parameter

space Arm for the linear forms Lx,...,Lm. Note that by taking a large enough m

(instead of m = #Rj/2), we could indeed obtain an open dense set of the com-

pressed graded Gorenstein algebras in question.

The methods of §3B do not immediately extend to give dimensions of the families

of power sum algebras; they do yield some lower and upper bounds. Note also that a

Gorenstein algebra A having Hilbert function H(m; j) need not have a Gorenstein

associated graded algebra A*, in the noncompressed case: Proposition 3.7 does not

extend.

4E. Extension to characteristic p. It is easy to see that the existence results of the

paper are valid for arbitrary fields zc of characteristic 0, such as the reals. By

restating them using the algebra 3) of divided powers in place of 31, the results
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extend to characteristic p. The existence results require only an infinite field zc; for

the algebraic variety structure I assume also that zc is algebraically closed.

The restatement needed in characteristic p is to replace the ring 3i by the divided

power ring 3 = k[Yx,...,Yr] where Y,wYtw " ('*')p'+,\ Here, 3S has basis

Yx(s), ÏÎ'-^yj,...,Y{s-2)Yf>,..., Yr(s). The action of P on 3is similar to its action

on the ring 3t, but without coefficients: x\ ° Y^ = y,.^-') if s > z, and is 0 otherwise.

A fuller discussion is in the background section 1.4 of [2].

This requires changes in the statement and proof of the key Proposition 3.3. All

statements involving powers LJ of linear forms L = bxyx + • • ■ + bryr, become

statements involving symbolic powers L[J] = b{Yx(J) + b{~1b2Yxu~1)Y2+ ■■■ +

bjYr{J) in the divided power algebra.

Proof that det AZ =t= 0 in general, and of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3. It suffices

to show P = bjj can be chosen so det AZ' ¥> 0. Considering the entries of P as

variables, the usual expansion det AZ = E(signa)zn, 0(1) ■ ■ ■ mn a(n) has terms that

are all-different monomials in the b^: we find that det AZ is a nonidentically zero

polynomial in the entries of P. Since zc is infinite, P may be chosen so det AZ ¥= 0.

This shows also that 3U is spanned by L[u\... ,Llnu]. This gives a characteristic-free

proof of Corollary 3.2, and also completes the proof of Proposition 3.3 in character-

istic p.   D

Thus, the change to divided powers changes the powers of hnear forms used in the

article, but little in the methods. However, the definition of a generalized sum of s

perfect/th powers preceding Lemma 2.3 needs a change:

Definition 4.4. The form F of degree/ in 3 = k[Yx, Y2] is a generalized sum of s

powers of linear forms iff F = EF, where each

F,- LaikLU+^Y^,
k = \

where s = Es,, no L, depends on Lr, i' ¥= i, and where Y¡ = Yx or Y2, different from

L¡. This completes the changes needed in the statements, for characteristic p. Of

course, it is possible to use the divided powers also in characteristic 0.

Example 4.16. Compressed ci. algebra (see Example 2.3). If r = 2 and F = Y\4X +

Y2[4] + (Yx + Y2)l4] the ideal I = Ann F c P is Z = (x¡x2 - xxxj) defining a com-

pressed ci. algebra A = R/I of Hilbert function H = (1,2,3,2,1).

4F. Finding algebras of given type, number of generators ¡x(I), and embedding

dimension three. J. Herzog and E. Kunz [35] have characterized which pairs of

integers can occur as the deviation and type of a Cohen-Macaulay domain A = R/I;

here d = ¡jl(I) — (r — dim A). D. Buchsbaum and D. Eisenbud showed in [9] that

any odd number of generators fi(I)> 3 could occur for the ideal defining a

Gorenstein Artin algebra of embedding dimension 3. L. Avramov, using the latter

result, has shown that all pahs (e, n(I)) greater than (4,7), all (e,4) with e > 2, all

(3,2«) above (3,6), and all pairs (2«, 6) above (4,6) occur for local Artin algebras of

embedding dimension 3. I understand that E. Ahmeeov has shown that all pairs

(e, 5) with e ^ 2 occur. Below it will be shown that all pairs (2, ju) with ¡u > 4 occur.

One can show similarly that all pairs (3,2« + 1) when « 5= 2 occur; a method of L.
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Avramov then shows that the pairs (2« + 1,6) occur. Thus all pairs (e, n(I)) above

(2,4) occur for Artin algebras of embedding dimension 3.

We will now see how compressed algebras and the more general power sum

algebras can be used as a source of examples of Artin algebras having specified

(e, p.(I), r), or having certain specified resolution skeletons. Given some specified

data about the resolution of A as an P-module, it is often easy enough to find socle

types F, such that the simplest potential resolution of an Artin algebra A having

Hilbert function 7Z(F) fits the specified data. One then must check by calculating

that a general enough compressed algebra of socle type F has the specified data. The

point is, this method can suggest algebras to fit numerical data. We use the method

first to give examples of algebras of type 2, r — 3, with specified number of

generators. Then we explore a question involving linking.

The results of this paper guarantee that, given r and F there are compressed

algebras of the specified r and F having the Hilbert function H(E). One must verify

with an example that jn(Z) can have the expected value. The existence of one such

example shows that the general compressed algebra of the given socle type has the

expected minimal /¿(Z): having minimal /x(Z) is a Zariski open condition on the

irreducible variety Z(E). To illustrate this method, we now list algebras of type 2,

embedding dimension 3, having defining ideals generated by 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9

elements. Most of the algebras are compressed; the case ¡x(I) = 1 uses a power sum

algebra.

Example 4.17. Algebras of type 2, r = 3, tvz'íA /x(Z) = 5 to 9. We use the duality of

most of the article, with P acting as derivatives on 31. We list ju(Z), H(A), E(A), the

generators S for Â in 31, and generators for I. The map o is the cyclic substitution

a(xx) = x2, a(x2) = x3, a(x3) = xx.

li(I) = 5: H = (1,3,4,1), F = (0,0,1,1), S = (yxy2y3, y2 + y¡ + y¡), and I =

(xx — x2, x2 — x3, xxx2, xxx3, xxx3).

¡i(I) = 6:   H = (1, 3, 6, 4,1),   F = (0, 0, 0,1,1),   S = (y2y2y3  + yxy2y3 +
-V1.V2.y32> -V1.V2.y3), and ! = (*i. *l> *3> /. af> °2f) where/ = x\x2 - xxx\.

H(I) = 1: H = (1,3,6,3,1), F = (0,0,1,0,1), A is a power sum algebra with pairs

M, J = (5,4) and (2,2) so H is the sum of Hilbert functions (1,3,5,3,1) and (1,2,1).

5 = (U4 + y? + y? +(yi + y2)4 +(yi + j^)4),^),

and

X') X"! ¿AlAI     ~T~     Z.X'tX'l   ̂    X~l  AO AlA9 5   A1A1 AI A-3   I.

jtt(Z) = 8: 7/ = (1,3,6,2), F = (0,0,0,2), S = (yxy2y3, y2y2 + y2y3 + y2yx), and

1  —  I Ai , -^2' ^3? ^m^2 '     13' -^23?     12        X-yX-i ̂  ^23 31/*

M(7) = 9: 77 - (1,3,6,9,4,1), F = (0,0,0,0,1,1), S = (s(yxy2y2), s(y4)) where

s = I + a + a2, and

7 = (s(xjx3 - x2xj),f, of, a2f, g, ag, h, ah, x2x2x3 - x\x\ - x\x2)

where/ = x\x2, g — x4 - x4,h = xxx\.   D
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In the example below, we outline a proof that when r = 3, a general compressed

algebra of type 2 and socle degrees (2r, t + 1) with t > 1 has ¡u,(7) = 2t + 2, as in

the case ju(7) = 6 above.

Example 4.18. Compressed algebras with (e, n(I)) = (2,2i + 2) wAe« r = 3. Begin

with a graded Gorenstein algebra B = k[[x, y, z]]/I of socle degree 2/ such that 7

has 2 generators px,p2 of degree t and 2t - 3 generators of degree t + I. Such an

algebra P has Hilbert function

77( = (l,3,6,...,#P,_1,#Pr-2,#P,_1,...,6,3,l),

and when / > 1 is constructed by D. Buchsbaum and D. Eisenbud in [9] as follows

(one modifies the example of Proposition 6.2 there as suggested on p. 467). When

t > 1 take n = 2t - I and consider the « x n alternating matrix C„ whose above-

diagonal entries are zero except for

(xaU'j)    if z is odd andy = i + I,

Cn(i, j) = I yaU'J)    if i is even andy = i + I,

[za(:j)       if/= „ _ j + 1.

Here a(i, j) = 3 if both i, j < 2; a(i, j) = 2 if exactly one of i, j < 2; and

a(i, j) = 1 otherwise. Let p, denote the Pfaffian of the minor of Cn(i, i). Then

px = y', pn = x'+l and if t > 2, p, = z'+1 + ■ ■ ■ while if t = 2, p2 = z2. Thus

Pf„-i(C„) has height 3, and by Theorem 2.1 of [9] it is a Gorenstein ideal 7

minimally generated by px,...,pn; it defines a Gorenstein algebra P of Hilbert

function Hr Notice that 7 n Pr+1 = (Rx(px, p2);P3,---,pn)- We define the alge-

bra /4 = R/r where7' = (W, p3,...,pn)is generated by a colength one subspaceof

7 n Pr+1. We choose IF, a length-5 subspace of Rx(px, p2) = (xpx,...,zp2) in

such a way that RXWequals R2(px, p2) = \x2px,... ,z2p2j, and that also no hnear

combination h = cpx + dp2 with c, d g k satisfies (xh, yh, zh) c IF. Each condi-

tion is Zariski open on IF c P5 = P(Rx(px, p2)) and is easily satisfied. Then the

algebra A has type 2, socle degrees (2t, t + 1), has /i(7) = 2r + 2 all of degree t + 1,

and is compressed of Hilbert function

77(/4) = (l,3,6,...,#F,_,,#Pr,#P,_, + l,#Pr_2>...,6,3,1).

Here 7; = Is for s > r + 2.   D

A similar construction begins with a Gorenstein algebra P = P/7 of socle degree

2r where 7 has one generator of degree t and 2r of degree t + 1 where t ^ 2. Taking

7' = (7r+1 ) yields a type 2 algebra yl = P/7' of socle degrees (2/, /), ¡x(I) = 2t + 3

all of degree t + 1, and Hilbert function 77(^) = (1,...,#P„ #P,_,,..., 1). /I

is—trivially—relatively compressed with respect to P. The case /x(7) = 7 in Exam-

ple 4.17 suggests that when r = 3, general enough power sum algebras of type 2 and

pairs (AZ, /) = ((#R, - 1,2/), (2, 0) should also have n(I) = 2t + 3.

Larger types allow even more flexibility in constructing algebras of specified ju(7).

Thus we can construct as above type 3 algebras A of Hilbert function H(2t) where 7

has (2r + 3) generators all of degree t + I. We list below several algebras of type 3

and one of type 5, including the lowest ¡x(I) of these types not hitherto covered.
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Example 4.19. Compressed and power sum algebras of types 3 and 5, r = 3. We list

(e, n(I)) first.

(3,5): 77 = (1,3,6,5,1), F = (0,0,2,1). Compressed algebra with the expected

number of generators fi(I).

s = {y¡y2yi + y^yi + y\yb^ y&i + yiyh yiyl + jí^2),

and

1 \"1» -^2 '     3 ' *^1"2 13 13 ■^M'^2 23 atai ,

X'iXyX'X ¿Ai Xy     \     AiAi AiAi X-yX-it.

(3,7): 77 = (1,3,6,5,1), F = (0,0,2,1). Compressed algebra with more than the

expected number of generators ju,(7).

s = {yly2y3 + y\y2yh y^h yiy3)

and

1     -     I   A]   ,   ̂ 2)   A1,   AJAIAl X-\X-y *^2        3  ' 13 13'   AlATAlj   "^23    /  *

(3,7): 77 = (1,3,6,3,1). Take AZ, / = ((4,4), (2,2), (2,2)). Power sum algebra with

the expected number of generators n(I).

s = (yî + y* +y*+(yi+y2 + -v3)4, y^2> j^)-

1    ~~    \   J   —    Al        l      Xn       '      A1 *TAl ATAi )   lt.* Al X 2 X -3   I

where u¡,i = I,...,6, runs through the monomials of degree 3 not terms in/. This is

the case t = 2 of power sum algebras with type 3, and (AZ, /) = (#R, - 2,2t),

(2, t), (2, t), for which one expects n(I) = 2t + 3.

(5,6): Z7 = (1,3,6,10,9,3), F = (0,0,0,0,2,3). This example behaves like a power
sum algebra with M, J = ((4,5), (2,5), (2,5), (5,4) and (4,4)), and has the expected

number of generators.

s = {y¡y¡ + y&h y&l + y&h yly%yh^y\yi - ^yíyh^yxyí - lyïyi)-
1   —   \ Ai  ,  X'y^  Ai ,  ai A9A1 j  A1A1 A1A1   ~T"   X-jX-i   "*™   A^Aij

X-tX-i        X-\ X~y   1   X1X2        ^\^2f '      —

In looking for Artin algebras not in the linking class of Gorenstein algebras, we

tried type 2 algebras with fi(I) = 5, where the relations among the generators of I

could not be Koszul relations. Compressed algebras A of socle type F = (0,0,0,0,2)

where r = 3 have Hubert function (1,3,6,6,2,0) and expected resolution skeleton

0 -> R2_1 -> P6_5 -» R4_3 + Pl4 -» P -* A, attained when S = y\y2y3, yxy2y3 +

y^yi "•" yiyl anc- Z = (x\, x\, x\ — xxx2, xxx\ + x\x3 — x2x\, x\)—using the

duality without coefficients of §4E. There are no Koszul relations in Rts since they

would need degree at least 6. J. Weyman pointed out that any algebra A of this socle

type is linked via the degree 3 generators of Z to algebras of lower Hubert functions

having Koszul relations; hence A is in the linking class of Gorenstein algebras.

The following example singles out some compressed algebras whose linking class

might be different.
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Example 4.20. Candidate for compressed algebras linked to algebras of the same

socle type. Consider compressed—and thin—algebras with 3 socle generators of

degree 5, in three variables (see §4C). They are in general defined by ideals I having

6 generators of degree 4, and have Hubert function Z7 = (1,3,6,10,9,3,0). One

expects the resolution 0"->P3_8->PfL6->P<¡_4-->F-->/4 -* 0. Linking by a gen-

eral enough complete intersection (fx,f2,f3) in 7 having initial degrees (4,4,4)

should yield algebras of the same socle type and Hilbert function. Note that the

length of A is 32; the dimension of the family Z(E) of all compressed algebras of

this socle type is 3((21 - 3) + (15 - 9)) = 72. The dimension of the family of

alignable algebras—quotients of P that can be deformed to zc[x]/(x32) is 2(31) = 62;

thus there are nonalignable algebras in the family Z(E) (see [18 and 23]). What is

the linking class of these algebras?   D

We have discussed finding Artin algebras of given embedding dimension and Betti

numbers. L. Avramov poses the more general problem of characterizing the possible

sequences of Betti numbers for finite length modules over a regular local ring of

dimension r.
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